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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Public Accounts Committee, having been authorised by the 
Committee, do present this Fortieth Report (Sixteenth Lok Sabha} on 'Management of 
Satellite Capacity for DTH Service by Department of-Space' based on G&AG 'Report 
No 22-of--2014;- Department of Space and Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. - - . . 
2. The Report of Comptroller and Auditor Gerleral of India was laid on the Table of 
the House on 281h November 2014. . ' 

3. The Public Accounts Committee'(2014-15) took up the subject for detailed 
examination and report. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of 
Department of Space and Ministry of Information and Broadcasting on the subject at 
their sitting held on 101" February, 2015 The subject was subsequently carried forward 
by the successor Committee (2015-16) for examinatiqn'. The Committee considered 
and adopted this Draft Report at their sitting held on 1't April, 2016. The Minutes of the 
Sittings form Appendices to !he Report. 

4. For facility of reference and convenience, the Observations and 
Recommendations of the Committee have' been printed in thick type and form Part- II of 
the Report. 

5. The Committee thank the predecessor Committee for taking oral evidence of 
Department of Space and obtaining information on the subject. 

_ 6. The Committee would also like to express their thanks to the representatives of 
Department of Space ·and Ministry of Information and Broadcasting for tendering 
evidence before the Committee and furnishing the requisite informat1on to the 
Committee in connection with the examination of the subject_ 

7. The Committee place on record their appreciation of the assistance rendered to 
them in the matter by the office of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India. 

NEW DELHI; 
I ~+-April, 2016 
12- Vaisakha, 1938 (Saka) 

PROF. K, V. THOMAS, 
Chairpersor1, 

Public Accounts Committee 



INTRODUCTORY 

REPORT 
PART- I 

CHAPTER-! 

. 
Direct to Home (DTH) service is a satellite based broadcast service which entails 

distribution of multi-channel television programmes in Ku band. Ministry of Information 

and Broadcasting (Mol&B) is the nodal Ministry for broadcasting services in India. 

Department of Space (DoS) provides national space infrastructure through satellite 

- transponder capacity to meet the telecommunication, broadcasting and security 

-requirements of the country The Union Government in November 2000 approved the 

proposal of Mol&B to introduce DTH service in India. The Union Cabrnet 1n January 2000 

approved the 'cipen sky' policy and allowed Indian and foreigri satellites to be used in 

DTH services with the condition that proposals envisaging use of Indian satellites would 

receive preferential treatment. 

1.1. A Compliance Audit was conducted .during July 2012 to August 2012 and from 

August 2013 to October 2013, covering the period from March 2004 to July 2013. With a 

view to evaluate: 
- - --- , 

~ Whether plannihg and realization of satellite capacity for DTH seivice was 
done with a view to give economic, efficient and effective seivice; 

G Whether allocat1on of satellite capacity for DTH seivice was transparent, fair 
and equilabl'e; and · 

o Whether transpCindBr 1€ase- i:lgr€€iTients · siifegUoirdtid the- fiili:lnciil-ii'it6reSt0
--'- --'· 

of Government and were implemented accordingly. 

1,2. During audit, records were scrutinized -relating to implementation of SA TCOM 

Policy, minutes of various committee meetings, project reporfs approved by the 

competent authOrity, transponder lease agreements, account statements and its ledg8rs 
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maintaine·d -in DoS, Satellite Communication and Navigational Programme Office 

(SCNPO) and Antrix. 

1.3. Against the above backdrop, the Public Accounts Committee (2015-16) selected 

the subject as reporteid in the C&AG's Report-No. 22 of 2014 for detailed examination 

and report. In the process, the Commi_ttee obtained Background Notes and some 

clarifications from the Mol&B and from the DoS. The Committee took oral evidence of the 

Secretaries of the Mol&B and _DoS and other representatives on _101~ February, 2015 and 

obtained information on ·1he sUbject. Subsequently, the Comm1ttee decided to refer the 

subject to the newly constituted Sub-Committee i.e. Sub-Committee-V dealing with 

subjects on infrastructural projects other than -Railways. Based on the information 

gathered, the Committee proceed with examination of the relevant issues in detail in the 

succeeding chapters of this Report. 

1 ·4_ The Department of Space (DoS)/lr'idian Space Research Orgapisation (ISRO) is 

mandated to provide salellite transponder capacity to meet the telecommunications and 

broadcasting requirements of users in the Country belonging to the Government, PSU 

and Private/Commercial sectors. DoS planned to introduce high power Ku-barid 

satellites for meeting the requirements of Direct-to-Home (DTH) broadcasting 

applications during the late 90s with the aim of realizing !he satellites by middle of the 

next decade. INSAT-4A and 4B were the first two high power Ku-band satellites planned 
- - - -

by DoS/ISR_O at the time when the technology was at ·a-nascent stpge. Simultaneously, 

DoS/ISRO also started discussions with users including the national broadcaster for 

introduction of DTH services on the INSAT-system. 

1.5. During 2004 io 2007, Dos entered into lease agreements wilh Doordarshan (DD), 

Dish TV, Tata Sky, Sundirect DTH (Sun DTH), BIG 1V (Reliance), Airtel Digital TV (Airtel) 
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and D2H {Videoc;on) for hiring of satellite transponder capacity for providing DTH 

services. 

1.6. The requirement for DTH service is of the order of minimum of five Ku bartd 

trarisporiders_ goirig up lo 18 to 24 transponders for providing 300 to 400 channels. 

Therefore, availab1l1ty of Ku band transponders is the most important consideration while 

planning satellite capacity for DTH se01ice. DTH service is also location specific. Since 

the dish antenna of the DTH customer has to be facing the satellite, satellite capacity 

should preferably be available at a particular position in the sky continuously. Therefore, 

larger number of Ku band transponders are required continuously at the same position in 

the sky to ensure continuity of service. 

1_7_ In DTH service a large number of television channels are digitally compressed, 

encrypted and beamed from satellites. There are four major technical stages involved in 

' the working of a DTH service. These are: 

(i) content acquisition; 

(ii) compression; 

(iii) modulation· and uplink to DTH satellite; and 

(iv) reception of signals at the users' end. 

1.8. The contents of the television charinels are first acquired and the11 compressed 
-- - - -

using a series of compression equipmeilts. The compressed Radio Frequency (RF) 

.sig11als are modulated, frequency converted, amplified and uplinked to the DTH Satellite. 

DTH satellites broadcast the RF sig11als to the 'small TV dish antenna' fixed al the users' 

end. The dish ante11na receives the RF signals, Low Noise Block Down Co11verter 
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converts the RF signals and set top box demodulates and decrypts these signals and lhe 

content is exhibited on the television set. 

1.9. As of 2014, out of a total of-15.10 crore television_homes in India, 9.30 crore (58 

per cent) are covered by 
0

cabie ni services·, 3. 70 -crore (23 per cent) are covered by 

private DTH services and the rest (19 per cent) by IPTV services, terrestrial broadcast 

services and free to air DTH services of OD_ With the digitalisation of cable TV_services, 

consumers were in a position to receive 500 channels or more, including a large numb8r 

of High DefinitiQn (HD) channels, which boosted the demand for satellite transponder 

capacities by DTH operators. 

I) Procedure of Grant of DTH License 

1.10. The guidelines for obtaining licence for providing DTH Broadcasting Service in 

India were formulated in March 2001 by the Mol&B. DTH services are governed by the 

DTH guidelines issued by the Ministry on 15.03.2001 as amended from time to time. 

' Eligibility Criteria and other coriditions for DTH license, as laid down in the DTH 

guidelines, are as follows:-

• Companies r_egistered under the Companies Act are eligible to apply for 
DTH license; 

• The applicant company must have Indian Management Control with 
majority representatives on the board as well as the Chief Executive of the 
company being a resident Indian; 

e Broadcasting companies and/or ceible network compariies shall not be 
eligible to collectively own more than 20% of the total equity of applicant 
company at any time during the license period. Similarly, the applicant 
company not to have more than 20% equity share in a broadcasting and/or 
cable network company; 

~ Total FOi permitted in DTH sectol is 74°/o with FOi upto- 49°/o is on 
automat(c route; 

• DTH operators are r8quired lo pay ~ 10 croi-e as one time non-refi.lndable 
entry fee to the M1nisiry, and 



Q DTH operators are required to pay annual license fee @10o/o of Gross 
Revenue 

Procedure of grant of DTH license are as follows· 

~ Eligible application for DTH service will be subjected to security clearance 
of Board··of Directors -as well- as key executives of the company such as 
CEO etc in consultation with the Ministry of Home Affairs and for clearance 
of satellite use with the Depariment of Space; 

After th8se clearances are obtained, the applicant would be required to pay 
an initial non"refundable entry-fee of ". 10 crores to the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting; 

~ After such payment of enlry-fee, the applicant would be informed of intent of 
Min. of l&B to issue license and requested to approach Wireless and 
Planning Coordination (WPC) Wing of Department of Telecommunications 
for SACFA clearance; 

• After obtaining Standing Advisory Committee on Radio Frequency 
Allocation (SACFA) clearance, within one month of the same, the Licensee 
will have to submit a Bank guarantee (Form-C) from any Scheduled Bank to 
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) for an amount of". 40 
crores valid for the duration of the license: and 

• After submission of this Bank Guarantee, the applicant would be required to 
sign a licensing agreement with the MIB. 

II} Other Conditions 

1.11. DTH license shall have to comply with other conditions which inter-alia, include 

• The Licensee shall pay an annual fee equivalent to 10°/o of its gross 
revenue as reflected in the audited accounts of the Company for that 
particular .financial year; 

• The Licensee shall also, in addition, pay the license fee and royalty for the 
spectrum used as prescribed by Wireless Planning & Coordination Authority 
(WPCA), under the Department of Telecommunications; 

• The validity period of Lice_nsi:i shall be ten (10) years, on non"exclusive 
basis, and shall be reckoned from the date of issue 'of Wireless Operational 
License by the WPCA, unless terminated, earlier for default or for insolvency 
or for convenience or for transfer of the License; 

• The Licensee shall ensure adherence to the Programme Code (PC) and 

Advertisement COde (AC) of the Cable'Television Networks (Regulation) 



Act, 1995 and !he rules framed thereunder, 1994 as amended from time to 

trme; and 

• At present, there. are six private operators in addition to free DTH services 

of Doordarshan (DD). As informed by the DTM operators, details of their 

satellites and.transponders are as follows: 

DTH operators No. of Name of Indian/Foreign 
trans"onders Satellite 

Mis Dish TV India Ltd (Dish 16 NSS-6 (12) Foreign 
nl) ASIASAT (4) 

M/s Tata Sky Ltd (Tata Sky) 12 INSAT-4A India 

Mis BIG TV (Big TV) 9 MEASAT-3 Foreign 

M/s V1deocon d2h Ltd (D2H) 10 Sing Tel Foreign 

M/s Sun Direct TV Pvt Ltd 5 INSAT 48 I 1 I Indian 
{Sundirect) MEASAT(4) Foreign 

M/s Bharati Telemedia Ltd 11 SES"? Foreign 
Airtel) 
Free, Dish (Doordarshan) 6 INSAT 48 Indian 

1.12. As per the Telecom Regulatory Authority of lndi~ (TRAl)"s report on Performance 

Indicators for the period July - September, 2014 released on 29 1h January, 2015, there 

are 39.13 million registered private DTH active subscribers in the country. In addition, DD 

DTH platform has 8 million free DTH subscribers. 

l!I) Satellite Capacity Allocation 

1.13. In June 2001, INSAT Coordination Committee (ICC) prescribed a back to back 

arrangement whereby DoS would acquire and allocate necessary transponder capaciiy 

from foreign satellites to meet the specific requirements of private customers. Antnx, 

after aggregating the requirements of the_ Indian. customers, would enter into back to back 

8greements with foreign satellite owners for short term periods, so that the service could 

be brought back to lt;JSAT system as and w~_en Indian satellite c_apacity was available. 
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i.14. DTH service is provided on satellite Ku Band- transponders provided by 
-

Department of Space (DoS). Satellite i:;apacity allocation is done bY DoS as per the 

provisions _of policy framework_ for Satellite Communication in India ('SATCOM policy") 

-administered.by DoS. _Allocation of Ku band transponders to DTH operators are done by -

DoS as per the procedure laid down in the SATCOM policy. 

1.15. Although DTH sector is witnessing exponential growth over the recent, DoS has 

not been able to meet tran$ponder requirements of DTH operators from the space 

available on the Indian Satellite. In order to meet the growing requirement of DTH 

operators, DoS is hiring bandwidth in Ku Band from foreign satellite through ISRO or 

Antix Corporation which in turn is made available to DTH operators. As per the extant 

policy of DoS, DTH.operators are not allowed to directly contract with foreign satellite 

operators for transponder capacity. 

1.16. Presently, DD fs utilizing 6 Ku-Band Transponders for DD DTH SeNic~. Under 121h 

Plan, Doordarshan's DTH Service is being expanded from 112 to 250 Channels. For this 

purpose, request for provision of 5 additional Ku"Band Transponders (5x36 MHz) on 

. same orbital slot has recently been given to [SRO. 

1.17. The Ministry issues licenses to private DTH operators 1fthey fulfill the necessary 

eligibility criteria and have obtained clearances from MHA and DoS, SACFA & WOL of 

WPC. The intern'°! procedures that govern such clearanci;is is not dea,lt. with __ by th_e 

Ministry on a case to case basis. This is the mandate of the Nodal Ministry concerned. 

This Ministiy may, however, be involvedfconsulted in broad policy matters concerning 

such clearances. INSAT Coordination Committee (ICC) of Dos is one such forum in 

which this Ministiy 1s also a member-. The last meeting of the ICC was held on .12 111 

February, 2013. 
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C\~APTER - ll 
PLANNING Of SATELl.ITE CAPACITY 

!) Formulation of SATCOM Policy 

2.1. ln.May.1997, QoS.put.up a.cabinet note for a broader SATCOM policy, duly 

considenng the opinion of th"e stakeholders through inter-departmental consultation 

exercise involving Department of Science and Technology, Ministry.of Finance, Ministry 

of Industry, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Home Affairs and Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting The proposal suggested having a 'closed sky' policy in DTH service 

whereby the satellite would be provided by INSAT system or an Indian satellite, 

2.2. In January 2000, the Union Cabinet of India finally approved the 'open sky' policy 

and <1llowed Indian and foreign satellites to be used in DTH services with the condition 

that proposals envisaging use of Indian satellites would receive preferential treatment. To 

ensure th_is, ICC, in June 2001, prescribed a back to back arrangement whereby DoS 

would acquire an,d allocate necessary transponder capacity from foreign satellites to 

meet the specific requirements of private customers. Antrix, after aggregating the 

requirements of the Indian customers, would enter into back to back agreements with 

foreign satellite owners for short term periods, so that the service could be brought back 

to INSAT system as and when Indian satellite capacity was available. 

II) Planning and Reallsation of DTH Satellites 

2 .. 3. Till July 2011, 6,000.transponders.were available !he.world pver, of which India 

had 200 transponders. DTH services. were provided through Ku band transponders. A 

3,000 kg communication satellite could carry upto 24 Ku band transponders. ·The 

requirement for DTH service is of the order of minimum of five transponders (180 MHz) 

going up to 18 to 24 transponders for providing 300 to 400 channels Therefore, 



availe;bilily of l(u band transponders was the most important consideration while planning 

satellite capacity for DTH service. 

2_4_ During the oral evidence, the Secretary, DoS informed the Committee about the 

number of transponders as under: 

"Notwithstanding this situation today also if you look at we have our own 
about 105 KU Band transponders actually in orbit_ We have a complex 
centre play of environment and the difficulty in getting through the various 
processes_ Apart from DTH users we also have to meet the requirement of 
our strategic users and societal application thing". 

2.5. Further, supplementing on the above, the Secretary, Mol&B submitted as under: 

"The DTH services are governed by the DTH guidelines, which had been 
issued by the Ministry in 2001, and awarded from time to time and at 
presen~ six private DTH operators are operating in the country. My 
colleague from the Department of Space has already flagged this. In DTl--1 
servrce, TV channels are distributed directly to subscriber using Ku"band 
transponders on satellite. An allocation of Ku-bar-id transponders to DTH 
operators is done by the Department of Space. We have spelt it out in our 
report which has been submitted to your office. The Ministry has already 
granted permission to about 830 TV channels. About fifty per cent are riews 
and currerit affairs channels and the rest are general entertainment 
channels: But if you just see the landscape ~nd the way the expansion is 
taking place, there_ are about -250 applications which are still pending with 
the Ministry. They are at various stages of processing. So, 1n effect, maybe, 
iri another one or two years you will have about more than 1000 odd TV 
channels which will be operating iri the country. Now DTH operators, 
including DD, have been demanding additional Ku-band transponders from 
the Department of Space. But this is a policy which is decided by them. 
There is no coordination or intervention at the level of Ministry of 
lnformatiori and Broadcasting. If you see the overall nature of delivery 
platform, we find that the total number of subscribers of private DTH and 
·JPTV is about 43 million, which is 27 per cent of the total landscape of TY. 
Coming to Cable TV network, about 88 milliori people are hooked on to 
Cable TV comprising 55 per cent of the total landscape_ -DD Terrestrial is 

___ about 13 per ce_nt". 

2.6. DTH service is location specific. Since the TV dish aritenna of the DTH customer 

has to be facing the satellite, satellite capa_city should be available at a particular position 

iri the sky con!iriuously and permanently. Any change in the positior't of the satellite would 

result in migration expenses to the DTH service provider and iriconvenience to the' 
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customer. Therefore, additio11al Ku ba11d (ranspo11ders were required to be provided 

co11tinuously at the same position in the sky to ensure continuity of servi6e. 

Ill) DefiGiencies in Launching Planned Satel!ites 

• 2.7. During March 2004 to February 2007, total satellite capacity of 52.5 to 80.5 Ku 

band transponders was committed by DoS to seven DTH service providers in 

transponder lease agreements sigried with them. Dos could not provide satellite capacity 

(Ku band transponders) on domestic satellites as planned, as it was not able to realize its 

planned communication satellites_ 

2.8. The following table shows satellite capacity committed by DoS to service providers 

in chronological order: 

"· Service Date of Satellites Number of Numb0r of Satellites Date of ,, provider agreement planned transponders transponders actually commencement 
ro"• committed actually used of service 
used I Range from • allocated as 

'°' of Julv 2013 
1 cc 18 March INSAT" 6 6 INSAT- 15 July 2004 

2004 4AJ4B '" ' Dish TV 27 May NSS"6 &6 1' NSS"6 1 June 2004 
2004 6 As1asat 

; Sun DTH w INSAT- ,_, 1 INSAT" 15 January 2008 
February ;s ' ;s 

2005 MEASAT 

' Reliance 28 June GSAT8 6-18 s MEASAT 15 Ap1112008 
2005 

s Tata Sky 1' INSAT- 12-18 1' INSAT- 1 May 2006 
November ;A ;A 

2005 
s Airtel '' GSAT 8 12"15 " SSS 1 J<1n 2008 

December 
2006 

7. Videocon n GSAT 8 -0-7 16 ST 1 Feb 2008 
February 

2007 ' 

2.9. As per Audit, DoS could not provide satellite capacity (Ku band transponders) on 

domestic satellites as planned. Thi$ was a consequence of DoS not being able to realise 

its planned communication satellites. 
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.?_ 1 O_ - Subsequently, when enquired whether Dos had bee11 able to plan and 
---· -- - -- -- ----------

subsequently, realize satellite capacity for DTH service as envisaged, the Ministry in their 

written submission stated that. 

"Plan11i11g for tra11spo11der capacity was take11 up immediately after the 
Government approved the introduction of DTH services in November, 2000 
and this included the initiatives to conduct the experime11ts using INSAT-3A 
Satellite after it was launched in year 2003. Ku-band Transponder 
capacitates envisaged as part of 101h, 111" and 121" Five Year Plan {FYP) 
are summarised in-the Table-1 below. The detail of the communications 
satellites, planned during this period are shown in Table-2 along with !he 
relevant details such as orbital slot, number of Ku band transponders, date 
of project approval and date of realization. Approval was obtained for three 
satellites with a total capacity of 36 transpo11ders during the 101h Five Year 
Plan period comprising INSAT-4A and INSAT-48 in March, 2003 followed 
by INSAT-4C in February, 2004 It is also evident from Table-2 that the 
planned capacities were realised with a small delay of about one year in 
case of INSAT-4A and INSAT-48. In the case of INSAT-4C the satellite 
could not be deployed due to 1aunch - failure in July, 2006, but the 
replacement satellite INSA1-4CR was planned on a war footing and 
deployed within a year in July, 2007. During the 11 1h Five Year Plan period, 
GSAT-8, GSAT-9 and GSAT-10 were planned with a combined capacity of 

' 48 transponders out of which GSAT-10 and GSAT-8 have been realised. 
There were delays due lo non-availabilily of the indigenous launch vehicle 
GSLV and due to time needed for effecting correction as a result of power 
problems observed in INSAT-48 satellite_ GSLV launch vehicle delay was 
due to challenges in realizing indigenous cryogenic technology in 
building/launching i11d1genous GSLV launch vehicle_ 

Table 1 

<iUmmary of bent-pipe Ku transponders that could support DTH service 

Plan period _-Planned Approved Realised -

101h FYP 60 48 36 

11 1° FYP 102 48 36 

121h FYP 78 54 1$ 



Table-2 
Satellites planned with High power Ku band transponders by DOS which could be used for DTH 

Orbital No of Ku Dale ol Planned 
Satellites '"' band Tx's annroval realisation ctual Status Remarks 

" Launched in Dec, Delayed by one 

" INSAT-4A 83° E " Marth 2003 O month• OM '" g, 
~o 
00 

l~2 months Launched on March, Delayed by three ·" ·;:;~ INSAT-48 3.5° E " March 2003 after INSAT-4A 2007 months · •o 
"" " 0 

i Failed launch in 
INSAT-4C '" " Feb,2004 18 months Julv. 2005. Launch Failed 

0 Planned and 0 

~ 
1ealiaed w11hin one 

Replacement Launci1ed in July, 
1
;ear of failure ot 

INST-4CR 74" E " Jan, 2007 or4C 2007 INSAT-4C launch_ 

" Delayed by 2 112 > 
" years due to .N o-
~~ Launched in May - conliguralion 
~o GSAT-8 55' E " Oct 2006 4 months °'' chan e 0, 
·~ !;' 
00 Not launched due to "' non avalabil1ty of • 0 GSLV launch 
~ GSAT-9 o•' " Jan, 2008 26 months ehiole 

' 0 Delayed by 1 year 3 • 
0 months, due lo 
> Launched in Sep, re,alizatlon dual 

GSAT-10 83" E " Oot 2009 20 month• °'' lidded reflector 

" > Planned to be Delay by 9 months " ., launched in October o match the launch 
'~ GSAT-15 93.5" E rn JUI" 2013 18 months orn slot wilh Ar1ane ~o 

•" '" to Launched in Six months ahead o Oo 

"' GSAT"16 55° E " Jul , 2013 24 months December, 2014 schedule. " lt Launched with 
• Launched 1n Jan, GSLV launch 

' GSAT"14 74' E ' Jan, 2012 18 months 2014 ehicle_ • 0 

~ Put up for 
GSAT-18 74° E " 0 roval Pul un !or a roval 

AccOrdirig- to the Audit, from the above raCts it is evident th3t DoS.waS-abiiii tO plan 
and realise satellites as envisaged during the 101° FYP period. However, on 
account of technical constraints, all inissions could not be realized in the 11 11' 

FYP". 

2.11. During oral evidence, the Secretary, DoS submitted as under: 
• 

"The c6mmerc1al satellites are around 15. Right now, over India, we have 
about 45 transponders of ASIASAT. About capacity, we will tiiid out and 
give you". 



2.12 Further, whe11 asked whether satellite capacity allocated by DoS for lJTH service 

Was transparent, fair ahd equitable: 

"DoS replied that the process adopted by DoS to meet the demands of DTH 
service providers has satisfactorily met the initial re_quirements of all the 
operatorc;_, through indigenous or leased transponder capacity. Requests for 
DTH services in India started with requests from Tata Sky, Dish TV, and 

· Doordarshan. While discussions with all the three service providers was in 
progress Dish TV and Doordarshan started testing by making use of the 
available transporiders on INSAT"3A itself. DTH service dema11ded 52 dBW 
of satellite transporider power whereas INSAT-3A had 46 dBW. DoS/ISRO 
had planned for 52dBW Ku _ba11d trarisponder capacity in INSAT-4A, 
INSAT-48 and l_NSAT-4C. In view of the demand from Dish TV and 
Doordarshan lo start the services early they were enabled to begin their 
services through leased capacity of NSS-6, in 2004 without wailing fo1· 
IN_SAT-4A. Tata Sky requirement was met with INSAT-4A after its launch in 
2005. Immediately after the completion of initial lease period of 3 years, 
Doordarshan DTH service was brought back to INSAT-48 as planned. In 
view of the larger capacity requirement Dish TV continued their service on 
NSS-6". 

2.13. On being asked about whether transponder lease agreements entered into by DoS 

with DTH providers safeguarded the financial interest of the Government and were 

implemented, accordingly: 

"DoS submitted that the transponder lease agreements entered into with 
DTH operators safeguarded the financial interests of the Government by 
fixing the transponder price through a Pricing Committee of DoS which 
accounted for cost of realisation and internal rate of return while leasing 
transponder capacity from foreign satellites, financial safeguards were 
ensured by adopting a process of agreements ·with the satellite operators 
and the DTH operators, on commercial arrangements through Antrix 
Corporation Ltd, the commercial arm of ISR.O". 

IV) lnabtlity to Realise Satellites with Ku Band Transponders 
~ 

2.14. During the Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-12) period, DoS planned to launch nine 

satellites with an aggregate of 218 Ku band transponders for various applications,· 

including DTH. Of the nine satellites, two satellites (GSAT-8 and GSAT-15) were 

earmarked for DTH applications. Out of nine satellites planned, DoS could eventually 

realize only three satellites with 48 Ku band transponders during E_leventh Plan period, 



which was only 22 per cent of the target. Two satel!ites, namely GSAT-9 and GSAT-15 

were not lgunched citing non-availability of !auncll vehicle GSLV, although two other 

satellites, viz. GSAT-8 and GSAT-10 were realized through procured launches. 

2. 15_ While ·agreeing to the ini:Jrdinate delay in realization of satellrtes in Eleventh Five 

Year Plan period, DoS staled that in December 2012, Dr. Kasthurirangan Committee's 

recommendations were available only in April 2011 and not at the beginning of Eleventh 

Plan. DoS further stated that !_he procured launch vehicle route was not cost effective for 

2,000 kg class of satellites. DoS added.that in March 2014 surrender of funds were due 

to budget cut imposed by Ministry of Finance. 

2.16. Further, in September 2013, DoS had explained ihat huge surrenders were due to 

revision of budget provision brought about by complex nature of space technology and 

developmental uncertainties taking into account development status of the projects. 

2. 17. During oral evidence, the Secretary Mol&B statt?d as under: 

"The issues which are concerning DTH operators are that they want 
definitely more transponder capacity. As per the latest data, which we have 
received 'from the -DTH operators, the DiSh",N, for example, is having 
roughly 16 transponders. Tata Sky has 12. The Dish N has it on the 
foreign satellite. Tata-Sky has on Indian satellite. Reliance Big N has nine 
transponders on foreign satellite. Videocon has 10 transponders on foreign 
satellite_ Sun Direct N has five transponders on Indian and foreign 
satellites;_ one on Indian and four on foreign. Bharti Telemedia Limited also 
has 11 transponders on foreign satellite. DD Free Dish has sb: 
transponders on Indian satellite. This demand is repeatedly growing. If you 
see the overall breakup of the charges which are paid for the satelliti;i 

- transponders to the Depq.rtment of Space, laSt y~ac ifself it ran into a total gf_ 
about~ 539.62 crore". 

2.18. As per Audit, DoS failed to provide satellite capacity (Ku band transponders) on 

domestic satellites as it ,;.as not able lo r~alize the communicatioil sateliii8s as pl~nned. 

Out of hine Satellites with an aggregate of 218 Ku band transponders planned for launch 

during Elevenih Five Year Plan period, DoS could ev~ntually realize three satellites with 



48 Ku ba11d fransponders, which was only 22 per cent of the target. When asked about 

the reasons for non realization of the satellite capacity and did the DoS take any 

emergent measures to realize the satellite capacity as pla11ned: 

"DoS sta_j:ed that it may be noted that Ku band bent-pipe transpo11ders can 
be used for multiple services like DTH, V-SAT, DSNG, etc. Out of the 218 
transponders, thdse planned on ACTS-1 & ACTS-2 (104 transponders} 
were intended for V-SAT services. INSAT-4CR with 12 Ku band 
transponders (which was realized on a fast track mode to mitigate the 
impact of loss of INSAT-4C due to GSLV-F03 launch failure) is a spillover 
from 101h FYP. In view of multiple failures encountered in GSLV-Mkll 
resulting in non_-availability of indigenous launchers for communicatio11 
satellites and inability to secure adequate coordinated orbital spectrum, 
Government approvals could be processed only for GSAT-8, GSAT-9 and 
GSAT-10 and others got delayed While 36 Ku transponders were realized 
through GSAT-8 and GSAT-10 and with procured launches, 12 
transponders on GSAT-9 were not realized in view of non-availabilily of 
GSLV launch vehicle. Subsequently, with the launch of GSAT-14 and 
GSAT-16, another 18 Ku transponders were realized With GSAT-15 due 
for launch in 2"d half of 2015, another 24 Ku transponders will be available. 
Thus, a total of 78 Ku band transponders will be available by end of 2015. 
Further, GSAT-9 with 12 Ku transponders and GSAT-18 with 12 Ku 
transponders (being realized in 121h FYP) will increase to a capacity of 102. 
In order to address various issues related to communication safellile service 
availability, Dr. K. Kasturirangan Committee was constituted to recommend 
suitable measures". 

V} Forced Migration of DTH Service Providers to Foreign Satellite Systems 

2.19. According to the Audit, DoS was unable to maintain the satellite capacity already 

being used for DTH service due to technical problems, using these capacities lo 

substitute for satellites being de-commissioned, etc DoS could not satisfactorily fulfill the 

competing needs of critical, strategic and commercial sectors, which led to a forced 

_migration of commercial DTH users (Sun DTH, Ailj__~! and Reliance) to _ _for_eign satellite 

systems. GSAT-8 satellite was committed through firm transponder lease agreements 

for Reliance, Airtel and Videocon, GSAT-8 was-planned in 2007 but it was actually 

launched in May 2011, after delay of more than three years. Subsequently, -Airtel was 

allo'cated capacity on INSAT-4CR and in 2008·Reliance and Vfdeocon moved to foreigli 

satellites MEASAT an.d ST respectively. Due to de-commissioning of two satellites, 



Edusat in September 2010 and GSAT-2 in March!April 2011, Alriel was vacated frorn 

INSAT 4Cf'\ in order to accommodate the services of these sa1ellltes and to meet their 

additional capacity requirements. INSAT-48 allotted for Sun DTH. Four transponders of 

INSAT-48 were switc_hed.off in July 2010 due to power problems in the satellite. In 

September 2010, Sun DTH corisequently moved to foreign satellite, MEASAT-3, Planned 

DTH Satellites GSAT-9 (spare) and GSAT"15 (DTH applications) could not be launched 

due to non-availability of indigenous launch vehicle, GSLV. 

2.20. DoS attributed (June 2010/March 2014/June 2014) the delay i11 launch of GSAT-8 

to changes in design of the satellite aod modifications carried out in its solar array system 

and associated power systems, which were prompted due to failure of the power systems 

reported in two other satellites viz. W2M-22 and lNSAT-48. DoS added that after 

examining the prevailing situation in 2011 when GSAT-8 was finally launched, ICC 

decided to allot transponders of GSAT-8 to more important national and government 

services, which could only be met ttirough INSAT/GSAT capacity. DoS also stated that 

failure of 1NSAT"4B and GSLV were unexpected contingency situations. DoS further 

stated that best efforts were being made such as accelerated realisation of increased 

number of high power satellites to suppori DTH services and procured launches, 

augmentation of capacity, etc., for enabling it to cater to demands of all kinds of services 

including DTH 

2 21. During oral evidence, Ille Sepcetary .DoS suppl~menting the abo.ve s_wbmit!ed as._ ... 

under. 

"Sir, the DTH itself started in the late 90s_ So, the kind of high power Iha( 
was required was also stated around that time. We started our first high 
capacity in INSAT-4A. Up to INSAT-3 while we had a transponder ils 
power was much less. Even the ·others had just started. It was not very 
mLrch earlier. It was a matter.of five y<iars". 
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2 22 Further, he submitted that: 

"What we dia further actually we launched GSAT-16 in December last year 
and GSAT-15 is getting ready for launch in the last quarter of-this year. 
These we are trying to do through procured launchers because they are in 
the- three-and-a-half tonne capacity GSAT-17 and GSAT-18 will also 
ensure s;ertain capacity. It is going through the process of the final 
approvals of the Government. They will come up and will be iri orbit before 
the end of riexi year. So, with these things the overall capacity availability 
will be significant. Even after covering for !hi:;;, the capacity that is available 
we will be in a position to reorganize and re-position some of the satellites 
and in principle can bring back the capacity which we have given through 
the foreign satellite". 

2.23. The Secretary, DoS also submitted that: 

"We did try to launch, for example INSAT-4C which was supposed to be 
launched by our own launcher. That launcher failed and the satellite did not 
go into space. We replaced it with INSAT-4GR within about a year-and-a 
half time from that failure and we were able to·put it-up because we did it on 
our PSLV launcher_ But with respect to other satellite realisation we also 
had to go through a large amount of technology development and then 
ensure that the failures which we have seen on· the satellite which were 
launched are not going to recur". 

2.24. As per Audit, in spite of having sufficient funds, DoS did not consider procured 

launches for its ready satellites or acquire satellites in orbit and position it under the 

orbital slot coordinated by India. When asked to specify as to what prevented them from 

launching from foreign satellite vehicles and acquiring satellites: 

"DoS replied !ha\ during the .11 1° FYP, three satellites carrying Ku band 
transponders were planned to be launched using the indigenous GSLV-Mkll 
and two satellites using GSLV-MkHI launch vehicles. While weight class of 
two satellites planned for GSLV-Mklll. (GSAT-10 & GSAT-15) was 
economically viable for procured 18unch and the same was. pursued. It ma)' · 
also be noted that a committee under the Chairmanship of Dr. K 
Kasturirangan was formed after GSLV failure, to suggest the measures to 
minimize the impacj: of failure on GEOSAT program road map iri the year 
2011. The recommendations of this Committee,. among other things, 
inciUde launch Of satellites on rnrocured vehicles as an interim measure. 
This is being implemented 1n 12 ° FYP _ Acquiring in"orbit foreign satellite(s) 
for positioning 1n lridian orbital slot is not technically feasible as : 

• The coverage do not match lo Indian co-'ordinates leading to 
significantly compromised performance; and 

• The transponder design parameters like frequency plari, cover-dge, 
roll-off, EIRP etc will be as per original operator's requirements 



optimized for operation from their own slot. Hence it is not possible to 
meet the performance & co"ordination requirements of lndia11 slots 

In spite of this, an attempt was made to source foreign satellites in orbit, for· 
Indian use through RFP. However, this attempt turned out to be futile". 

2.25: Audit stated thsit DoS was unable to maintain the satellite capacity cilready used. 

for DTH Service due to techhical problems, using these capacities to substitute for 

satellites being de-commissioned, etc. When the Ministry was asked to clarify the 

technical problems for maintenance of the satellite capacity: 

"DoS clarified that the first generation Of Ku-Band DTH satellites were built 
during 101° FYP, namely INSAT"4A, 48 & 4C. Issues of high power 
handling, on-board thermal management, and performance of dual-gridded 
antenna over large temperature excursions encou11tered in orbit posed 
technological challenges. Similar issues resulting in operational constraints 
are faced 1n satellites made by others also". 

2.26. On being asked as to what preve11ted DoS from not satisfactorily fulfilling the 

competing needs of critical, strategic a11d con:imercial sectors, which led to a forced 

migr8tion of commercial DTH users (Su11 DTH, Airtel and Reliance) to foreign satellite 

systems: 

"DoS answered that as per the Norms, Guidelines and Procedures for 
Implementation of the Policy Framework for Satellite Communications in 
India approved by the Cabinet in the year 2000, INSAT capacity comprises 
of capacity on indigenous INSAT/GSAT satellites and capacities leased on 
foreign satellites. Accommodating the service providers (Sun DTH, Airtel 
DTH, Reliance) through leased capacity was necessitated to by. 

(a). UneXpected power anomaly on INSAT 48 - Mis Sun DTH; 

(b) Additional capacity requirements - M/s Airtel DTH; and 

(c) _ Delay in lp.unch of GSAT-8- Mis Rel_i_ance 

The demand from strategic and societal applications originated from 
Governme11t users and these demands had to be met only from !he 
satellites built by DoS/l,SRO and were therefore accorded priority on 
satellites built by DoSllSRO. DTH operators, on the other hand, were 
largely in the commercial private sector and their demands at specific 
orbital slots, was higher than the available capacity and hence they were 
accommod_ated on leased cap<icity from foreign satellites". 
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VI) Capacities Created Remained Idle 

2.27. GSAT-8 was plan11ed to meet the transponder commitments made to Reliance 

and Videocon, the satellite launch was delayed by more tha11 three years with the result 

that the seNice provlders-moved to-foreig11 satellites. 111 May 2011, whe11 satellite-·-

capacity was eventually avail8b!e 111 GSAT-8, the capacity was not earmarked and 

remained idle. In December 2011, the satellite was finally allocated for non-DTH use 

(strategic and government users). 

2.28. The 12 Ku band transponders of INSAT-4A satellite were allotted to Tata Sky on 

an exclusive basis. At the instance of Tata Sky, in September 2012, DoS launched 

GSAT-10 satellite having 12 Ku band transponders and positioned it ai the same orbital 

slot (83° east) as that of INSAT 4A with the intention of swapping the 12 transponders of 

INSAT-4A with 12 transponders in GSAT-10. Tata Sky, which was initially willing to swap 

the transponders of INSAT-4A with GSAT-10, subsequently in July 2013 declined the 

proposal on the ground that swapping would not provide atjd1tional capacity required by 

them. Apprehending litigation from Tata Sky, DoS did not allocate capacity oft GSAT"10 

to any other service provider and entire 12 Ku band transponders capable of generating 

huge revehue remain [die (January 2015) since its launch in May 2011. 

2.29. In March 2014, .DoS replied that Ku band capacity in GSAT-10 was treated as 

spare capacity with appropriate approvals. As per Audit, the reply is not acceptable, as 

spare_ capacity of Ku band on GSAT-10 was not a plannl;!d option, but a _fall back option 

since T ala Sky was given exclusive first right of refusal on INSAT-4A. Pending Tata Sky's 

decision_, the 12 transponders could not be utilized otherwise, with the implied pecuniary 

loss to the public exchequer_ Audit further observed that allocation of satellite capacity 

being the responsibility of ICC, the decision to keep satellite capacity as spare was taken 

without the specific approval of ICC. 
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2.30. Audit observed that satellite launch of Geo Stationary Satellite (GSAT"B) initially 

intended for DTH use was delayed by more than three years When satellite capacity was 

eventually available, it was no! immediately earmarked and capacity remained idle from 

July 2011 to Decernb~r-2(),11 ... The satellite was finally _allocated for non-DTH use. When 

asked about the reasons for the delayed launch of GSAT"8· 

"DoS replied that initially, GSAT-8 satellite was plan'ned with 18 Ku band 
transponders to match with the coordinated spectrum at that point of time. 
Later, it was decided lo increase the.transponders from 18 to 24 in view of 
enhanced coordinated spectrum available. In addition, some corrective 
measures were to be incorporated in the power system of the satellite 
based on the experience of anomalies in the on-orbit satellites: Hence the 
realization of GSAT-8 was delayed". 

2.31. When asked why wasn't the satellite capacity earmarked & remained idle when it 

was specifically intended for DTH use: 

"DoS replied that it may be noted that the Ku Band Transponders design of 
GSAT-8 can cater to DTH as well as V"SAT (e-Governance, Armed forCes, 
Banking etc) services. When GSAT-8 was realized in orbit, the DTH 
requirements were already catered to and there was no demand for DTH 
service at particular orbital slot. Hence GSAT-8 capacity was utilized by 
government users as the demand for government was higher". 

2.32, Further, it was enquired that why was the satellite allocated for non DTH use: 

"DoS reiterated that the DoS caters to strategic and societal requirements 
of Government in addition to DTH services. The demand from critical 
national and government services including armed forces can be met only 
through capacity on satellites bu~! by ISRO. Therefore the capacity 
available on GSAT-8 was allotted to government users". 

2.33. ·As highlighted by Audit, DoS Launched GSAT"10 satellite in order to swap with 

Capacity allocated to Tata Sky on INSAT-4A, which was functioning with reduced power. 

Tata Sky subseque~tly declined the proposal but DoS did not allocate capacity on GSAT-

10 to any other service" provider apprehending litigation, as Tata Sky was given exclusive 

first rig ht of refusal on Ku band capacily of 1NSAT.-4A On being asked as to why did Ta!a 

Sky decline the allocated capacity when it was given prefer€ntial treatment and why were 



the exclusive rights accorded to a private party in violation of principle of non, 

exclusiveness of ICC Dos replied that: 

"that it may be -kindly noted that as per ttie approval obtained, _DoS 
launched GSAT-10 satellite in order to replace the aging INSAT-2E, INSAT-
3B and t.o create additional capacity for growth and also to provide on-orbit 
back up to GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation (GAGAN). The capacity 
of 12 Ku transpohders on GSAT-10 was meant for replacing the traffic of 
INSAT-3B and to provide additional capacity to meet the increased demand 
of DTH operators for additional transponders. Hence, it is not appropriate 
to say that GSAT-10 satellite was launched 1n order to swap with capacity 
allocated to Tata Sky on INSAT-4A_ Tata Sky were planning to expand their 
network and were expecting increased number of transponders available 
from the operating orbital slot. Hence, they were not in favour of only 
swapping 12 transponders from INSAT -4A to GSAT-10. Tal\ing into account 
the coordinated bandwidth in any given orbital slot we can operate a 
maximum of 24 Ku transponders. As pointed out by the C&AG in its report, 
DTH services require a capacity of 12 - 24 Kucband transponders at a 
single orbital location to expand services. In view of this any additional 
capacity available at the same location will be an essential requirement for 
the service provider. Hence making additional capacity available for DTH 
providers cannot be construed as exclusive offer". 

2.34. When asked why no formal amendment was effected when Tata Sky had agreed 

to relinquish the first right of refusal on the orbital slot in a meeting held on July 2013: 

' "DoS replied that as the process of finding the solution envisaged in the 
meeting held on July, 2013, is still in Progress, the formal amendment has 
not yet been signed"_ 

Vll) Dominance of Foreign Satellites Over Indian Sky 

2.35_ Audit staled that a comparison of demand met through INSAT systems against the 

foreign satellite systems showed that initially during 2006 to 2009, major portion of 

services 'Vere being provided througl1 lndia11 satellite capacity. Thereafter, INSAT 

transponders providing DTH service rer;iuc;o=id_ fr_Ql"fl __ 3Q units to 19 units in_ 2ll-13 __ and_ 

beyond. There was a progressive increase in dependence on foreign satellite systems 

from 6.5 units in 2004 to 57 units in 21J13, Based on the assessment of demand 1n DTH 

sector, a demand analysis was prepared by Department of Space in May 2013 

According to these estimates, the demand was expected lo increase to over 200 units 

beyond the year 2013, which was planned to be met almost entirely through_ foreign 
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, satellite systerns. Although !here were requests for satellite capacity from INSAT system, 

DoS did not consider these on the ground that these satellite capacities were not feasible 

to be realized in near future. 

2.36. Thus, inability!~ ere.ate and maintain planned capacity for DTH servic"es along with 

increa'sed dependence on foreign satellite systems even for future needs may eventUally 

lead to a situation in which only 10 pe>r cent of the Ku band requirement for DTH SelYices 

will be provided by Indian .satellites resulting in loss of opportunities for revenue 

generation and strategic interests. 

2.37. In March 2014, Dos stated that to overcome the shortage 1n Ku band 

transporiders, best efforts were being made in accelerated realization of increased 

number of high power satellites to support DTH like services, procured launches and 

augmentation of capacity: DoS added that this coupled with revised policy for 

transponder allocation and pricing for which approval was awaited from Cabinet, it would 

· be able to cater to the demand for all kind of services including DTH sector. 

2.38. Audit oqserved that though IJoS had the foresight. to recognize the risks of 

implementing an open sky policy for allocation of satellite capacity for DTH services in 

protecting strategic interests, challenges to development of Indian space sector and 

business opportunity, etc, yet it was unable to develop a stroitegy and implement a plan 

to offset these risks. 

2.39. As highlighted by Audit, out of the total 76 Ku band transponders used by Indian 

DTH operators in July 2013, only 19 transponders (25 per cent of total) belonged to 

Indian satellites. The remaining 57 transponders (75 per cent of total) were on foreign 

saJellites. Tata Sky, which Vias using 12 transponders in the INSAT system, had also 

decided in July 2013 to migrate to foreign satellites arrangement <lS a permanent 



measure_ As such, only 10 per cent of the satellite capacity for the Dl-H service would be 

serviced by INSAT system. The future requrrement of transponders for DTH services Was 

also planned to be met largely from foreign satellite. When asked to specify the exact 

reasons as_ to why lhe-.DTH service providers were using foreign satellites and the details 

of !he satellite launches planned in next seven years and Ku band capacity that would be 

available through them: 

"as per SATCOM policy frame work approved by Cabinet in year 2000, 1he 
indigenous as well as leased transponders are part of INSAT system. DTH 
demand for transponders 1n the country witnessed large growth in a short 
period as compared lo the world DTH market. DTH operators wanted lo 
start their services as early as they could. In such a situation, the options 
available for Dos were to: 

(a) accommodate DTH services by allotting \he capacity available on 
satellites built by ISRO; or 

(b) lease foreign satellite capacity temporarily to accommodate DTH 
services. 

Tata Sky DTH, Airtel DTH, Sun DTH and DD DTH were successfully 
accommodated in satellites built by ISRO and Videocon, Reliance and Dish 
TV in forei9n satellite in the year 2009. Accommodating the service 
providers (SUn DTH, Airtel, Reliance) throLJJh leased capacity was 
necessitated by 

(a) Unexpected power anomaly on INSAT 48- M/s Sun DTH; 

(b) Additional capacity requirements - M/s Airtel; and 

(c) Delay in launch of GSAT-8- M/s Reliance 

In the immediate future it is plan11ed to launch four satellites carrying Ku 
band transponders. Out of these GSAT-15, GSAT-18 and GSAT-9 will add 
48 Ku band transponders and GSAT-11 (a high throughput satellite wi1h 
multi-beam _cpve_ra_ge) y.iill provide. 10 .Gbps capacity_ for _supporting .V-
SAT/bro0>dband applications_ Beyond 2017, future satellites will be 
envisaged as part of 13111 FYP a11d the process of identifying satellite and 
payload composition for each satellite is under progress. DoS is exploring 
io take approprrate measures to bring the DTH operators back on satellites 
built by ISRO and address Various issues of providing the reqiJisi!e capacity 
lo various services in broadcasting and telecom sectors". 
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IX) .Crowdiug of Fore[.qn Satellites in Orbital Slots Above India 

2.40. Orbital slot is the position of a geo-stationary satellite above earth. Member 

countries under the framework of United Nations acquire these orbital slots through a 

coordinat1on-process .. at Jnlernational Telecommunication Union (ITU). Any countiy: 

desirous of providing satellite b'ased seNices within its national bouodary must obtain the 

approval of the ITU for operating a communication satellite in a particular orbital slot. The 

orbital slots positioned above a country are convenient for its application and called 

country specific slots for each country. The regulation towaids operatiog a satellite 1s 

governed by the fo!lowing criteria: 

• Any country can cover any region of the w6rld and the requests are 
recorded in ITU on 'first-come-first served' basis; 

• Coordination with neighbouring satellites as identified by ITU is 
required to be completed; 

After coordination of the orbital slot, member countries should put 
their satellites in the designated orbital slots and spectrum filed 
should be brought to use within the 'due diligent' period of seven 
years from the date of filing the first request, a1;1d 

• The satellites should be operated continuously 10 a coordinated 
orbital slot without any discontinuity. The maximum discontinuity 
allowed would be three years and the position needs to be informed 
~~. . 

Thus, ITU coordinatioo involving satellite bands at ITU level is a lengthy process 

requiring considerable lead time. This, together with the necessity to maintain ihe satellite 

fleet for long period without any discontinuity etc., makes the orbital slot a scarce and 

valuable resource.-

2.41. India specific orbital slots are located between 40' and 120° east. DoS had 

successfully placed five Indian satellites viz_ INSAT-4A, 4B, 4CR, GSAT"B and GSAT-iO 

at orbital slots 83°, 93.5', 74°, 55' and 83' east respectively. Of these, only INSAT-4A 

and 48 provided capacity for commercial DTH service. As such, Indian administration 

needed to coordinate adequate number of Ku band orbital slots 1n the sky. DOS could not 



achieve the targeted Ku ba11d capacity lo meet its commitments for DTH service 

providers during Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-12) at the critical point when the OT~I 

services were being introduced 1n India under the umbrella of 'open sky' policy. It was 8 

fortuitous turn of even_(s for the foreign satellite ow11ers, who were ready at the opportu11e 

time to place their satellites over five orbital slots in l11dian skies for providing DTH 

services in India. The five foreign satellites viz. NSS-6, Measat-3, SES-7, ST-2 a11d 

Asiasat-5 were providing DTH service and were positioned at 95°, 91.5°, 108.2°, 88°, 

100.5° east respectively. 

2.42. Audit 11oled ihat leasing of another foreign satellite Asiasat-7 i11 the orbital slot 83°· 

was also under active consideration of the ICC in July 2012. However, due to the strong 

views of Mol&B against placement of a foreign satellite Asiasat-7 in the Indian orbital slot, 

it was ultimateJy decided not to proceed with leasing of the foreign satellite. 

2.43. With the increased dependence on foreign satellite systems for DTH service, there 

' was a crowding of foregn satellites over Indian skies, which had the following implication: 

"Increased competition for orbital slots over Indian Skies: DTH service 
providers were using 57 Ku band transponders of five foreign satellites 
against 19 transponders in three Indian satellites. With the exit of Tata Sky, 
the foreign satellite utllrzation which is presently 75 per cent, would be mOre 
than 90 per cent. DoS had also conceded that Ku band satellite capacity 
for DTH services from Indian satellites were not feasible in the near future 
and had planned to meet the future demand also from foreign satellites". 

2.44. DoS replied that in March 2014, the orbital slots and coordinated space spectrum 
.,-·-···-·--

resources belonging to India will continue to remain with India and be available for 

va~ious services as long. as INSAT satellites were operated therein irrespective of the 

capacities leased by India friJm foreign satellites for DTH. 

2.45. Aud.it observed that crowding of foreign satellites and steady business opportunity 

to foreign satellite owners would result in continued priorily for them 1n their slots and 



efforts to proteci Indian coord1naied spectrum and additional coordination would be a 

difficult exercise_ 

2.46. Audit was of the view that there was a need for the coordination of more number of 

orbital slots. The foreign satellite owners would continue to provide satellites in their 

orbital slots since their satellites continue to get business from India. The need was for 

DoS/ISRO to aggressively capture DTH business opportunity in India in view of 

preferential treatment given to_ Indian satellite as per SATCOM policy 

2.47. DoS, therefore, needed to plan and coordinate more number of Ku band orbital 

slots·S:nd satellites to bring back those DTH service providers to INSAT system that had 

moved to foreign satellites. However, as DoS had already planned future DTH 

requirement from foreign satellites it needs to work out medium term and long term 

strategy to avoid monopoly of foreign satellites. DoS, however, did not indicate medium 

term and long terrri strategy, but stated in March 2014 that the process of coordinating 

' additional orbital slot/spectrum was a continuous process and was being handled by DoS 

on a continuous basis based on the demand, future technology advances and DoS plans. 

2.48. As per Audit, non-achievement of targetted Ku band capacity to meet its 

commitments for DTH service providers was fortuitous for the foreign satellite owners, 

who were ready at the opportune time to place their satellites over five orbital slots in 

Indian skies for providing DTH services in India, thereby, crowding of foreign satellites 
---------·-- --- ·----------

over India consequently increasing the demand for orbital slots affecting !NSAT system. 

On being asked whether the Ministry is contemplating any measures for ach1eviog 

targeted Ku band capacity resulting in-availability ol strategicalty imPortant s!otS of lodia: 

the Ministry repl_ied that Geo"stationary orbital slots can be coordinated under 
' 

International T ele-communicatio11 Union (ITU) over any region and in any frequency band 
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through ITU coordination process, on the basis of first-come-first-served principle. 

However, downlink ri9his are governed by country specific regulations. TO enable the 

DTH service providers to operate over Indian region DoS went through the process of 

-- --leasing tra11sponders from Joreig11 sateflite service providers whenever the capacity in the -

indigenous system was inadequate. It may be noted that no new foreign satellite was 

moved over to the orbital locations [11 order to enable the operation of the DTH service 

through leasing process. DoS/ISRO is making all its efforts to sirengthen INSAT System 

in the country to enhance the Ku band capacity. 

2.49. When asked as to how does the DoS pla11 to protect Indian coordinated spectrum 

and additional coord1nat1on between INSAT satellites as a result of crowding of foreign 

satellites in orbital slots above India: 

"Dos replied that coordination between existing adjacent satellites of 
different countries and fresh coordination by any country are governed 
through International Telecommunication Union (ITU) by means of well 
established Radio Regulation procedures_ DoS/ISRO is planning to follow 
such well established procedure". 

X) Inability of DOS to Bring Back DTH Service Providers to !NSAT System 

2.50. The arrangement of foreign satellite capacity to Indian DTH industry was 

envisaged to be a short term measure-to ensure that the service could be brought back to 

INSAT system as and when Indian satellite capacity was available. To ensure that INSAT 

system gets priority over foreign satellite system, ICC put in place a back to back 

_ q_rr_angernenl mechanism __ so that service_ pr_oviders who had moved to foreign safe Iii!$, 

system could be brought back_ 

2.51.- However this arrangement did not work favourably for DoS due to the following 

reasons: 

(a) Failure of DoS in creating/maintaining capacities: DoS could not realise its 
communication satellites in time. Due lo these problems, most of the DTH 



sE:rvice provide1·s such as Reliance, Videocon, Sun DTH and Airtel moved 
to foreign satellites. These DTH service providers later did not prefer to 
return to IN$AT system due to trust deficit that was created. 

These DTH service providers later did not prefer to return to INSAT system due to 

- trust deficit that was create.ct due to the following circumstances: 

(i) 

(1i) 

(iii) 

Reliance and Videocon, after waiting for the launch of GSAT-8 
satellite, mo'ved to foreign satellites since GSAT-8 was delayed by 
more than 3 years; 

Airtel was forced lo vacate INSAT-4CR to accommodate social 
networks i;if ISRO with the result that Airtel also moved to foreign 
satellite capacity; and 

Tata Sky, the major non Government DTH service provider in the 
INSAT system had also decided lo move to a foreign satellite. With 
this, more than 90 per cent of the satellite capacity requirement of 
Indian DTH service would be serviced -by foreign satellites. 

(b) Inherent issues in Migration: DTH service is 'location specific' and requires 

that satellite capacity Should be available at a particular position in the sky 

only. Any change in the position of the satellite would result in migration 

expenses to !he DTH service provider besides causing re-orientation of 
• dish antennas by a large number of users. The additional investment 

would be lo the tune of Z 60 crore approximately. Therefore, bringing back 

of service providers from foreign satellite to INSAT system would be an 

improbable a11d difficult exercise. Back lo Back arrangement was put in 

place by ICC to ensure that INSAT system get preference to foreign 

satellite system as provided 1n SATCOM Policy_ DTH seNice providers had 

to be moved to foreign satelfite systems due to delayed launch of GSAT"B. 

Eventually, when GSAT--8 was launched in May 2011, though safellite 

capacity was available_ with DoS, it was not earmarked thougb_meeting of 

ICC was co11vened in July 2011. Around the same time, lease agreements 

of al least three service providers had expired or were due to expire. 

DOS did not even attempt to bring the service providers back_ to 

INSAT/GSAT sysiem, instead, lease agreements with the foreign 

satellite providers was renewed for fu_rther periods_ 
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2.52. DoS stoled that in March 2014, DTH service providers could not be brought back 

lo INSAT/GSAT due to insufficient available cap_acity to meet DTH requirements, as 

Capacity on GSAT-8 was allocated to meet national and government services. The reply 

needs to be viewed In. the. light of the fact that GSAT-B was initially .planned to cater to 

requirements of DTH service providers (2005-07). But due to delays in its launch DTH 

service providers were accommodated on foreign satellites. Once capacity was allocated 

on foreign satellites, it was difficult to bring t_he service providers back to INSAT system 

for operational reasons such as location specific nature, bulk requirement of satellite 

capacity and dish migration expenses and customer inconvenience. 

2. 53. Audit observed that DoS arranged foreign satellite cilpacity to Indian DTH industry 

as a short term measure to ensure that the service could eventually be brought back to 

INSAT system. As DoS could not realize its communication satellites in time, most of the 

DTH service providers moved to foreign satellite. These DTH service providers later did 

not prefer to return to INSAT system due to trust deficit. When asked, about the steps 

were being taken by DoS to rectify the trust deficit and bringing back the DTH service 

providers to the INSAT system and does the DoS think that 1t is really possible to get 

back the DTH providers who have since shifted to foreign satellites DoS replied that: 

"DoS has plans to bring the DTH operators back on satellites built by 
DoS/ISRO. DoS has protected the interest of DTH operators and they 
continue to be the users of INSAT system which comprises of leased as 
well as indigenous transponders. The business relationship between DTH 
operators and DoS continue to be good. DoS/ISRO is ·working towards 
enhancing _the capacities for DTH seivir;es from .a given_ slot_ vy~Jc;h is 
essential for addressing the growth requirements of any DTH operator. 
With increased capacity ii wfll be feasible to bring back the DTH operators 
on satellites Quilt by DoS/ISRO". ' 

·2.54. Audit observed that DTH service is 'location specific' and any change in the 

position of the satellite would result in mitigation expenses to the DTH service provider 

besides causing inconvenience to the customers. Therefore, bringing back service 



providers from foreign satelli!e to INSAT- syster11 would be an improbable and difficult 

exercise. On being asked vvhether the DoS had this in mind when the DTH service 

providers started migrating to foreign satellite systems and wanted to know if the Dos 

look/propose any mea_sure_s for bringing b<ick th\?._DTH service providers back to INSAT _ 

system DoS replied that: 

"DoS is <iware that the DTH operator would have difficulties to migrate their 
services from one satellite to another in view of the financial implications 
and inconvenience to the customers. Any DTH operator would be willing to 
move to a new locat1on only when his capacity requirements of providing a 
larger number of channels cannot be met from his operating orbital location. 
Increasing larger number of channels by DTH service provider may have to 

·be adopted due to. -

• The additional capacity required to beam high quality HD & Ultra-HD, 
30 TV channels, especially sports, music, movies etc; and 

• Addition in number of-regional language channels 

DTH operator would have to balance the need to expand services with the 
difficulties involved in migration to different orbital slot. Therefore, if the 
requifed additional capacity were to be made available or committed to the 
DTH operator by OoS/ISRO with assured continuity in the future, it would 
,be possible to bring back DTH operators to satellites built by DoS/ISRO. 
OoS/ISRO is planning to initiate discussions in the ICC, Space Commission 
and with the government for finding a suitable strategy, including the 
regulatory provisions in the country, so that in the coming years Indian 
s<itelliles _can meet the transponder capacity requirements of users 
including that of DTH services". 



CHAPTER" Ill 
ALl~OCATION OF SATEL.LITE CAPACITY 

3.1. Allocation of satellite capacity for DTH service was to be done In accordance wilh 

the ·provisions· of··the .SAT.COM policy. According to Article 2.5.2 of the policy, INSAT 

Coordination Committee (ICC) Was to earmark al least a certain percentage of capacity in 

INSAT system for use by the non-governmental users who had been authoriz:ed by law to 

provide various telecommunication services including broadcasting. Article 2.5.3 of the 

policy stipulated that ICC was to evolve the procedures from time lo time taking into 

account the capacity available and prevailing situation in the satellite communications 

market. 

3.2. Article 2.6.2 of the policy further stated that once capacity was earmarked by ICC, 

DoS was to provide the satellite capacity following its own procedures. In case the 

demand exceeded available capacity, DoS was to evolve suitable transparent procedures 

for allocation of capacity, which could be any equitat)le method such as auction, good 

faith, negotiation or first come first served basis etc. As of 31 July 2013, five Indian 

satellites were identified for DTH service in India, as shown below: 

"· Satellite Date of Mission Number of Ku Band DTH service 
No. launch life transponders provider to whom 

(Years) capacity was 
allocated 

Total Allocated for 
DTH Service 

' INSAT 4A " " " '2 Tata Sky 
December 

200-5 ' 
7 ·1NSAT 4B 12 Janu;iry " 7 ·- - . 7 . DD, Sun DTH . 

2007 
7 INSAT-4CR 7 " '2 0 Not allocated 

September 
2007 

' GSATB 21 May " " 0 Not allocated 
2011 

' GSAT 10 w '5 " 0 Not allocated 
Seplemb,,r 

2012 
Total. '7 '" 
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I) Satellite Capacity Not Earmarked By ICQ: 
.. 

3.3. ICC was not convened after June 2004 and was re-constituted by the Government 

of India only 1n May 2011, after lapse of nearly seven years. In the meantime, three 

-- satellites-were launcbed,'.in which-_capacity was allocated lo DTH service providers 

directly by DoS, which was not ·as per SATCOM policy. 

3.4. While confirming the facts, DoS stated 1n December 2012 Ilia! members were 

informed about the transponder allotments to DTH services in the Technical Advisory 

Group (TAG) meetings. Audit did not find the reply acceptable as TAG was only a 

technical subcommittee of ICC and its mandate was not to earmark satellite capacity in 

- INSAT system. 

3.5. When asked why was the INSAT Coordination Committee (ICC), which was to 

earmark satellite capacity, not convened after June 2004 and reconstituted by the 

Government of India only in May 2011, after lapse of nearly seven years, DoS answered 

that since the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) of ICC was functioning till December 2008 

and DoS was assigned most of activities related to communication satellites, there was 

no compelling need to convene the ICC meeting. However, DoS/ISRO will ensure that in 

future at regular intervals, the ICC is convened. 

3 6. During oral evidence, the Secretary, Mol&B submitted as under: 

" ..... the hon. Member wanted to know Whether we had initiated any steps for 
ICC meet_ings. __ I wi_sh lo_ inform _\l?_U_!~_at on 26th of August 20_14 I ha? 
convened a meeting with the Department of Space officials. In that, we had 
detailed discussions regarding the representations which were made by the 
DTH sefvice providers". 

· --- - 3.7. -When asked about the last meeting of ICC h"eld and what decisions were taken 

therein, the Ministry repl\ed that the last ICC meeting (ICC-75) was held on March 23, 

2015 ~nd the minutes of the meeting are under preparation. 



II) .Role of Ministry 
Satellite Capacity 

of [tJformation <lnd Broadcasting in the Allocation of 

3,8. According to the AlfoCation of Business Rules, 1961, the Ministry of Information 

and Broadcasting (Mol&B) was responsible for matters relating to broadcasti11g in India 
~ 

and DoS is responsible for all activities connected with space. DTH service being a 

broadcasting service comes under purview of Mol&B. Mol&B is also a member of ICC. 

By not convening ICC, MIB was not involved in the satellite capacity allocation decision 

making process. 

3.9. Jn May 2014, Mol&B also agreed that ICC being the apex body for all matters 

relating to allocation of transponders, it should be mandatory that all allocations be made 

by DoS with the approval .of ICC. 

3.10. During oral evidence, the Secretary, Mol&B submitted as under: 

"If I may revert back to the subject, we hoid already submitted our 
comments to the draft Report of the C&AG and the salient features have 
already been covered i11 the report but from time to lime we have been 
receiving representations from the DTH operators regarding additional 
Ku/BSS plan band for DTH services, Ope11 Sky Policy to allow hiring of 
foreign satellites/transponders and for the issue of short-term contract bei11g 
signed by DoS with foreign satellite owners .. In this regard, I have also held 
a meeting in my chamber on 261h August, 2014 with the representatives of 
Department of Space and we arrived at a solution that it is better that we 
have niuch more coordination, much greater harmony in our operations so 
that all the guidelines, rules and regulations which are framed by the 
Department of Space are in sync with what exactly the other requirements 
of the Ministry of l&B". 

!II) Satellite Cap2city Allocation Procedure Not Developed by ICC and Dos . 

3.11. As per Audit, the procedure for allocation of satellite capacity was not framed by 

ICC as envisaged in Article 2.5.2 of SATCOM policy until February 2013. In the absence 

of an ICC approved transponder allocation policy, there was no prescribed procedure 

within DoS for allocation of satellite capacity for DTH service providers. Though DoS· 

stated in March 2011 that after the announcement of SATCOM policy, generally 



ba11dwid!hs were allotled on first come-first served' basis b}' maintaining a waiting list Gf 

customers, documents relating to formul<ltion of first come first serv8d policy, rules of 

precede11ce, operational guidelines/manual, etc., duly approved by the competent 

authority. were not found. on record. DoS stared that evoMng suitable transp_arenl-

procedure for allocatiori required urider Article 2.6.2 arises only when demand exceeds 

available capacity_ However, during the period from 2004 to 2011 when the satellite 

capacity was allocated to DTH service providers, the demand for the satellite capacity 

exceeded supply in all the y6ars. The reply confirmed the fact that neither method of 

allotment nor procedure for allocation was framed by DoS with the approval of ICC'. 

3.12. A comparison of demand met through INSAT systems against the foreign satellite 

systems showed that initially during 2006 to 2009, ma1or _portion of services were being 

provided through Indian satellite capacity as shown below: 

Year Number of tran s anders 
Demand Met through Met through foreign satellite systems 

INSAT s'"slem 
2004 24.5-30.5 0 6 5 
2005 34.5-57.5 0 9 
2006 46.5-72.5 12 9 
2007 52,5-80.5 17 9 
2008 52.5-80.5 29.75 23.5 
2009 52,5-80.5 29.92 23 
2010 52.5-80_5 26.67 31 
2011 52_5...fl0.5 25 51 
2012 52.5-80.5 23.5 54 
2013 52.5-80.5 19 07 

3.13. Thereafter, INSAT transponders providing DTH service reduced· from 30 units in 

2009 to 19 units in 2013_ There _was a progressive increase in dependence on foreign 

satellite Systems from 6.5 units in 2004 to 57 units in 2013. Based on the assessment of 

demand in DTJ-i sector, a-demand an_a!ysis was prepared by DoS in May 2013. According 

to these estimates, the demand was expected to inciease to over 200 units beyond the 

year 2013, which was planned tD be met almost entirely through foreign satellite systems.-



3.14. On being asked as lo how could, in contravention of SATCOM policy, capacity be 
-

allocated of DTH service providers directly by DoS subsequent to launching of three 

satellites V'iithout !he concurrence of ICC DoS stated that: 

··"ii may ·bf, noted as per the.Government's rules of business, Department of 
Space is the administrative Ministry with respect to satellite system where 
as Department cif Telecommunication and Ministry ·of Information· and 
Broadc.ast1ng are assigned the responsibilities pertaining to license in 
respective sectors. INSAT Coordination Committee (ICC) is a body to 
coordinate the activities among the user departments. Based on the ICC-64 
(Agenda-3, June 23, 2001) and ICC-65 _(Agenda-5, January 04, 2002) 
DoS/ISRO is authorized lo make transponder allocations and keep ICC 
informed. ICC has been informed whenever convened". 

3.15. DoS stated 111 March 2014 that evolving suitable transparent procedure for 

allocation required under Article 2.6.2 arises only when demand exceeds available 

capacity. Dos further stated that the rules of precedence were not relevant since the 

capacities were available. Dos added that approval of Space Commission was not 

necessary, as there was no policy making involved. The reply is not acceptable, as 

SATCOM policy stipulated that procedure for allocation of satellite capacity was to be 

' evolved by ICC. Further, during the period from 2004 to 2011 when ICC was not in place, 

the demand for satellite capacity exceeded supply in all years. The reply also confirmed 

the fact that neither method of allotment nor procedure for allocation was framed by Do8 

and satellite capacity was committed to various DTH service providers without· an ICC 

approved policy/procedure. 

3.16. Audit were of the view that allocation of satellite capacity to DTH providers ts an 
··-·-----~· -· -·····-

important decision making process under DTH service. ICC, 1n which the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting (Mol&B) 1s a member, is mandated to plan and earmark 

satellites capacity to users including DTH seTVice providers. By not convening ICC, 

Mol&B was not involved in the satellite capacity·allocation decision making process. On 

being asf(ed whether the Mol&B take up the matter with DoS to convene ICC being 
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resp?11sible for matter relati11g to broadcasting in India or mutely followed the decisions 

ta.ken by the DoS: 

"DoS replied that from the available records, there are no communications 
from Mol&B for convening the ICC meeti11g. DTH operators approach 
Mol&B fo.r obtaining the-service licenses. Mol&B after receiving applications 
for DTH service license from the prospective operators, communicates to 
DoSflSRO for obtaining the concurrence regarding sat8ilite segment for 
DTH services, During this process, Mol&B is fully aware of the space 
segment identification/allotmerit to DTH operators. Mol&B is also member 
of the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) of ICC" 

3.17 When . asked why no procedure was formulated by DoS/ICC for allocation of 

satellite capacity for DTI~ service providers,- the Ministry replied that the procedure 

followed by DoS/ISRO is: 

(a) Receive user requests for transponders capacity; 

(b) Make all efforts to accommodate the users on satellites built by 
DOS/ISRO; and 

(c) When capacity is not available or inadequate on satellites built by 
DoS/ISRO, adopt leasing of capacity from foreign satellites. 

IV) Allocation of Satellite Capacity Out of Turn 

3.18. Tata Sky was fifth in the order of preference for allocation of satellite capacity. 

Tata Sky was granted precedence over DD and allocated capacity on INSAT-4A satellite 

whi,ch was launched earlier in December 2005. DD, which was first in the precedence list, 

was allocated capacity ()n INSAT-48 which was launched in January 2007. 

3.19. DoS stated in March 2014 that DD was allocated capacity on p. foreign satellite 
--- - - -

(NS-S-6) before allocation of capacity to Tata Sky on· INSAT-4A. As DD had already 

started their DTH service from the foreign satellite, th_e services were migrated to INSAT-

48 after the end of their contract period: DoS however, did not state whether capacity on 

INSAT-4A at the prime slot of 83° east was offered to DD and turned down by the latter, 
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which is significant in the context.that DoS granted exclusive rights over this prime slot to 

Tata Sky. 

3.20_ Addressing the committee's concern regarding out of turn allocation of satellite 

capacity to Tata Sky, the Secretary, DoS, during oral evidence stated as under_ 

' "We are trying to explain the situation with respect to allotment and with 
respect to priority of allotment. We will come to competitiveness. This 
particular composition we had given to Tata Sky for a 10 year period and 
that price was not revised. That was one specific comment made by the 
C&AG. As we said earlier, INSAT 4A and INSAT 48 were the first 6f this 
kind of satellites that we were bringing in. If you have already been 
operating and you have a demonstrated performance capability, then the 
other party which is going to take will also be comfortable. This is where 
the issue comes. So, our option at that point of time was, we are bringing in 
a new capacity. Here is an operator who is also prepared to take your 
services what you are providing. Unless you ensure that he is assured of 
up to 10 years of licencing"_ 

3.21. When asked to specify the reasons for granting precedence to Tata Sky over 

Doordarshan in allocation of capacity on INSAT- 4A in spite being fifth in order of 

pi;eference for allocation of satellite capacity. the Ministry stated that during the nascent 

stage of DTH service, potential DTH operators need to engage 1n teciinic~I discussions 

with satellite.operator in order to firm up ground system and service offerings. DoS/ISRO 

was engaged in discussions with all the three early starters (Tata Sky, Doordarshan and 

Dish TV) and firmed up satellite capacities as follows: 

(a) Doordarshan started the services from leased capacity on NSS-6 
loc_ated at 95°E, for a period of 3 years from June 2004; 

- -- --- ___ (!;>) Dish 1V_sta_rtetj !heir testing thrQugh 1NSAT-3A and subsequently 
moved to leased capacity on NSS-6 located at 95°E from June 2004; ,,, 

(c) -Tata Sky started their·service in INSAT-4A after its launch in 
- December 2005.---- -

It may be noted that prior to the starting of DTH service by Tata Sky, Doordarshan 

and Dish TV had already started th'e1r services through leased capacity for a stipulated 
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lease period using NSS-6. When Tata Sky were allotted the transponder capacity, all the 

requests at that time were addressed. It is evident from !tie above that \here is no 

precedence or preference to Tata Sky over Doordarshan and Dish N. It may also be 

--noted- that at the .end 9f the-stipulated lease period of 3 years, Doordarshan moved their 

service to INSAT-4B, whereas Dish Tv continued on NSS-6 as they required larger 

capacity DoS/ISRO offered INSAT-4A/INSAT-4B satellite capacities to Doordarshan for 

starting their DTH services. However, Doordarshan desired to start their service in NSS-6 

for an initial period of 3 years and subsequently moved to INSAT-48. DoS/ISRO agreed 

to Doordarshan's plan and accordingly ac:commodated their request. With regard to Sun 

DTH, !he fourth operator, the initial agreement was entered into in February 2005, for 

transponder capacity on INSAT-4C scheduled for launch in June 2006. As the launch of 

JNSAT-4C failed, based on their concurrence M/s Sun DTH were accommodated on 

INSAT--48 to start their service in March 2007 With regard to Reliance Big N, the fifth 

operator, the initial agreement was entered into in June 2005, for a capacity on lNSAT-

• 4G/GSAT-8. Due to delay in launch of INSAT-4GIGSAT-8, M/s Reliance was offered the 

transponder capacity on INSAT-4CR during September 2006, which was refused by the 

operator. Subseq[Jently with their concurrence, initial allocation of transponders on 

MEASAT-3 was offered in June 2009. Based on the above events, it may be noted that 

all the allotments made to DTH operators, especially among Ooordarsh.9.n, Dish N, Tata 

Sky, Sun DTH and Reliance Big N are in order. Therefore, Tata Sky was not given 

_______ precedence over Doordarshan. 

V) Grant of Exclusive Rights Over Prime Orbital Slots 

3.22. -As per Audit, DoS granted exclusive first right of refusal to Tata Sky for using KLJ 

band transponders al 83 degree east This had resulted in a very advantageous position 

for Tata Sl<y as any Ku band transponders launched to this orbital slot required to be first 
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offered to Tata Sky and on its refusal only could be allocated to others_ .With the result, 

the Ku band transponders of GSAT-10 satellite launched at this spot was not allocated by 

DoS fearing litigation from Tata Sky. Consequently 12 Ku band transp"onders capable of 

generating revenue-of~ 60,crore a year is idling from September 2012 onwards. -

3.23. DoS stated in December 2012 that the satellite capacity was allocated to Tata Sky 

to improve acceptability of INSAT/GSAT system without compron1ising government 

interest. DoS added.that in M<irch 2014 the first right of refusal was given as a technical 

requirement as further expansion of capacity for DTH service was possible only at the 

same orbital location. Audit had stated that DoS did not give exclusive right of first refusal 

lo any other DTH service provider, indicating that Dos gave a preferential treatment to 

Tata Sky over other DTH service providers. 



CHAPTER- IV 

LEASING OF _SATELLITE CAPACITY 

4.1. According to Article 2.6.5 of Norms_ Guidelines and Procedure (NGP) of Satellite 

Communication (SATCRM) Policy, th~ __ use of Indian National Satellite System (INSAT) 

capacity by non-Government users was to be based on a formal lease agreement signed 

between DoS/INSAT and the party, which would spell out the technical, financial, 

contractual and management terms and conditions. However, approval and control 

mechanism lo enSure that the various terms and conditions of the agreement were 

determined after examining the tech11ical,>financial and legal implications of the contract 

as well as to fix responsibility and accountability for management of the contract was not 

put in place in respect of DTH transponder lease agreements. 

4.2. Audit also observed that there was no prescribed procedure for: 

• Approval of the appropriate authority from the financial- angle (Member 
Finance of Space Commission) so that financial interests and financial risks 
involved were sufficiently covered in the lease agreement; 

' . 
• Approval from Ministry of Law from the legal angle; 

• Duly documented meeting of Technical committee and Commercial 
negotiation Committee at the appropriate level for negotiation of terms and· 
conditions with the service providers; and · 

• Stipulation of the officials responsible for management of the contract. 

DoS stated in March 2014 that various methods for leasing transponders to 

commercial users in JNSAT/GSAT system had since been adopted and streamlined. 

4.3. Audit observed that in respect of the transponder lease agreements entered into 

by DoS with DTH providers for allocation of satellite capacity on INSAT systems, 

whereas DoS provided all technicaf support, invoicing and cOllect1on of payments was 

done by Antrix. For this, Antrix charged commission rangfng from 15 per cent to 40 per 

cent from DoS In respect of the back to back contracts entered into by Antrix with the 



DTH service providers for foreign satellite capacity, Antrix charged commission of 7 ,5 per 

cent from the DTH service providers_ Though DoS offered substantial technical support 1n 

ihe allocation and leasing of satellite capacity to DTH service providers, no remuneration 

. - -------was claimed-by.DoS.--On the contrary, the effective realisation of revenue by DoS through 

leasing of INSAT/GSAT capacity was also reduced due to considerable percentage being 

paid as commission to Antrix_ While agreeing that it provided technical support to Antrix, 

DoS staled that in March 2014 back end work related to end user and Antrix was 

significant and the current mechanism was necessary to establish INSAT/GSAT system 

as a good commercial venture. The reply may be viewed in the context that in spite of 

rendering complete technical support for the allocation of satellite capacity in back to 

back agreements, DoS did not claim any compensation from Antrix. 

I) Loss Due to Non Revision of Transponder Charges 

4.4. According to the audit, the period of lease committed in the DTH transponder 

lease agreements between Dos and the DTH service providers for, satellite capacity from 

INSAT system ranged from five to ten years. Transponder lease agreements entered by 

Dos did not include provision for revision of prices. Though DoS subs8quently decided 

in April 2012 to raise its prices by 15 per cent lCC did not finalise the prices, due to which 

the revision was not carried out. In contrast, transponder lease agreements with foreign 

satellite operators were valid for one to six: years only. Consequently, prices of 

transponders leased from foreign satellite systems were increased by 5 to 33 per cent 

over a period of one to six years whereas DTH service providers availing INSAT' 

transponder capacity paid the same charges for six to ten years. The poor marketing 

strategy of DoS to continue with !he same prices, when foreign satellite providers 

regularly revised their prices resulted in loss of transponder charges and provided an 



extra advantage to the service providers who were allocated INSAT capacity. Pricirig 

differential was estimated at~ -36 17 crore to the disadvantage of DoS 

4.5. Audit observed that lease period in transpo11der lease agreements of INSAT Ku 
, 

band satellite capacity for DTH service ranged from five to ten years without provision for 

revision of prices. Though, DoS subsequently decided to raise its prices by 15 per cent 

the revision was not carried out. In contrast, the transponder lease agreements with 

foreign satellite operators were valid for one to six years only. Prices of transponders 

leased from foreign satellite system were increased by 5 to 33 per cent over a period of 

one to six years whereas DTH service providers availing INSAT transponder capacity 

paid same charges for over six years to ten years. Thus, the transponder lease 

agreements did not safeguard financial interests Of the government. When asked to 

clarify as to why no price revision clause was' included in the lease agreement thereby 

adversely affecting the financial interest, DoS, in their written submission to the 

Commit.tee, replied that it is appropriate to note that DTH services being provided in 

country was a new service with lots of uncertainties about its growth and sustainability. In 

view Of this, it was appropriate to enter into a long term agreement with a fixed price. 

However, this fixed price has been arrived at after accounting for cost of realization and 

internal rate of return which ensured the financial interest of the Government. The stable 

and Ion~ term pricing has improved the acceptability satellites built by DoS/ISRO and 

made it competitive even as it has remained comparable to 1nternational'prices. 

4.6. While noting that Antrix Corporation charged a commission of 15o/o-14% for 

leasing of satellite capacity it was asked whether DoS sought any compensation from the 

lessees DoS replied that as the Contract Manager; Antrix Corporation Ltd, monitors and 

manages agreements: raises invoices on a periodical basis; maintains accounts· for 

receipts; recovers dues on behalf of DoS through follow up and personal visits of officials; 
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undertakes commercial/service tax/income tax assessments by hiring professionals', 

makes tax payments etc. Upon payment by the INSAT/GSAT transponder uSers, the 

amount towards space segment charges 1s transferred to DoS. DoS, then, reimburses 

.the contract managem.ent fees at 15% to Antrix Corporation Limited. Thus, DoS gets 85% 

of the transponders charges th<i.t are allotted lo users. 

4.7 The period of lease committed in the DTH transponders lease agreements 

between Dos and DTH serviC!O' providers from INSAT system ranged from 5 to 10 years 

while the transponder lease agreements with foreign satellite operators were valid for 1 to 

6 years only. When asked to specify the reasons for 16nger term contracts which 

adversely affected the financial interests DoS answered that the DoS-User agreements 

signed for DTH operations services using indigenous satellite capacity are for a longer 

term of 5-10 years. This is primarily towards providing an assurance and commitment lo 

the lndran DTH operators about the continued availability of space segment capacity at 

the same orbit.al slot. Considering the large inv,estments and risks incurred by a DTH 

operator in terms of establishing leleports, Hubs (earth station), technology, redundancy, 

set-lop boxes, etc., the assurance on the availability of satellite space segment capacity 

for a IOnger duration would go a long way in computing their cash flows and evolving finn 

business plans. With respect to leasing of capacity on foreign satellites, the agreements 

are signed for a shorter period since it is always intended, in tune with the SATCOM 

policy, to bring services back on the satellites built by DoS/ISRO. 

4.8. During oral evidence, the Secretary, DoS, submitted as under: 

"Sir, I will just try to make one small point here. See, when you are trying to 
riegofiate a contract with a particular operator, depending on that particular 
operator's queries and demands, there will always be differences. 
Depending on my own technical capability, there are differences and one is 
not shown to the other. Whatever specific contract features were asked by 
the parties, which was acceptable was agreed to". 



4_9_ Further, during oral evidence, on being asked about the progress made after the 

last recommendation about incorporation of price revision clause and was there any 

progress towards that, the Secretaiy, DoS submitted as under: 

,. --- - ---~'Currently with-respect to--the price revision, we_had a mechanism which is 
being established We are looking into that and we will come out with that 
because the draft Cabinet Note also addresses all this - what is the 
categoiy of the user and for each user what type of price should be done_ 
So, this is being addressed. We will come back wiih that". 

4. 1 O. When enquired on as to why was the decision of DoS to raise prices by 15 percent 

not earned out, Dos replied that since the contract is firmed"up for fixed period, the price 

revision is not feasible. 

!I) Special Terms and Conditions of Transponder Lease Agreement with Tata 
Sky 

4.11. Audit observed that Transponder lease agreement entered with Tata Sky 
' 

extended benefits to Tata Sky which were not offered to any of the other DTH servrce 

providers, such as open ended commitment for satellite capacity, greater credits in the , 

case of interruption in service, provision for inspection of customer's earth station by 

DoS, facility to assign ils rights or obligations to its affiliates_ Chairman of Tata group was 

one of the non-functional directors in the board of directors of Antrix. Although there 

might be no direct impact on the decision making process within Antri_x, allocation of Ku 

band transponders of INSAT-4A on exclusive basis to Tata Sky does raise the question 

of conflict of interest. 

4.12. While admitting the above, DoS stated in December 2012 that the contract with 

Tai<! Sky was entered during initial period of marketing INSATIGSAT system with a vision 

to bring private users towards INSATIGSAT system. DoS added that in March 2014 such 

clauses were accepted based on customer specific request as a part of negotiations and 

were intended to provide certain confidence to the Users as well as flexibility in contract 
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management. Audit further stated that substantial differences between agrGemenl 

entered into Wrth Tata Sky vis-ii-vis other transponder lease agreements, especially grant 

of exc!usive rights over the prime orbital slot, were also noticed by Ministry of Finance, 

which requested DoS in March 2013 to re-negotiate the terms of agreement entered with 

Tata Sky. However, as of June 2014, this was yet to be done. 

4. 13. On being asked whether the transponder lease agreement was tweaked in favour 

of Tata Sky giving certain benefits to the company and not to any other DTH service 

providers, DoS replied that the transponder lease agreement is not tweaked in favour of 

T ala Sky. In any contract the technical terms and conditions that get finalized depends on 

the issues brought to discussions by the parties. Any condition which has significant 

impact on the financial aspect of the contract also gets factored into, in these 

discussions. The lease agreement with Tata,, Sky is executed to make indigenous 

satellites built by DoS/ISRO with High power Ku band transponders, acceptable to DTH 

service provider. It may be not,ed that Tata Sky was the first private operator lo put trust 

in indigenous satellite technologies, and agreed to pay rates for ihe transponders which 

protected the financial interest of government. 

Ill) Loss Due to Undercharging of Transponder Prices 

4.14. Dos under charged for the transponders of Sun DTH which resulted in a loss oft 

2.94 crore over the period from 15 January 2008 to 6 July 2010. DoS also reduced the 

price of these transponders with effect from January 2010 which reslllled in loss of< 

46.92.lakh to DoS. 

4.15. Audit further observed that without citing any reason, DoS also reduced the price 

of these traf"tsponders with effect from Janu(l.ry 2010 tot 4.70 crore per transponder, 

which resulted in loss of< 46.92 lakh to DoS. DoS stated in Mart:h 2014 that the Standing 

Committee was empowered to take the decision. 
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4.16. Duri11g oral evidence, whe11 asked whether Su11 DTH was provided bonus time first 
-

>f11d other DTH operators were provided subsequently, the Secret21ry, DoS submitted as 

under: 

"No, Sir., I would just explain it. -What happens is that when one is getting 
into the service, when the satellite is in place and also the operator is 
coming in, there i's a minimum time by which he is able lo test it out and 
then prove; and also he has to get the licence". 

4.17. Further, ·he submitted as under: 

"In all cases, there is a certain amount of free time, which is provided to 
everybody. In this c21se, there was an extra three months, which came 
because' of the licence getting issue, the time by which they could get the 
licence. This was an extra time. Otherwise, everybody is provided with 
certain time where they can test it out, test the signals. That is' nominal, 
which everybody gets But in this particular case, lhere was a11 ex1ra period, 
which came in because of the difficulties in completing the licertsing 
process with the Departments. It was causing the problem. Finally, they 
had gone for litigation". 

4.i8. When asked about any delay occurred in the case of Sun DTH to get the licence 

and who issues DTH licences during oral evidence, the Secretary, DqS, submitted as 

under: 

"This delay was from Network Operation Control Centre (NOCC) and 1101 
Mol&B. Theie are three segme11ts. Initially, the Mol&B comes when the 
request is made. They say, okay. The final operator is the Do T". 

4. 19. On being asked to specifically clarify that an agreement with Sun DTH for leasing 

of 6.25 tra11sponder urtits in INSAT-4B satellite at the rate of Z 4.75 crore per 

transponder was actually.in_effect charged for only six trpnsponders resulting_ ITT._a_\oss of 

Z 46.92 lakh. DoS replied that the reason for charging for 6 trans.ponders as against 6.25 

transponders is taken by DoS/ISRO by following ~tructured discussions with due 

approvals. Sun Direct TV was initially offered 9X36 MHZ transponders on INSAT -4C. With 

the loss of INSAT-4C during launch, Sun Direct had to··postpone its plans to commence 

DTH business, although all the ground equipments were ready, and huge investment was 
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already made with no return. INSAT 46 carried 9x36 MHz and 3x27 MHz of Ku band 

transponders. M/s DD Direct Plus of Doordarshan had been provided with 5x36 MHz: 

transponders for its DTH _operations. Rather than await the launch Of the repJ.acement 

satellite, INSAT-4CR, ·surl Direct opted for Ku bandwid-th on INSAT-4B at 93. 5 degrees _ 

east, accepting the residual capacity of (4x36 + 3x27) MHz transponders on INSAT-48. 

The standard bandwidth configuration preferred by a DTH operator is either 36 or 54 

MHz bandwidth As the DTH operator operates on a Multi-Channel per carrier (MCPC) 

mode, working with lesser bandwidth (27 MHz transponder) poses several constraints in 

terms of reduction in number of channels that could be multiplexed in a transponder, 

additional investment in the uplink equipment chain etc. Also, unlike any DTH operator 

seeking large chunks in space segment capacity, Sun Direct was ready to operate with 

juSt 4x36 + 3x27 MHz residual capacity on INSAT-48. Considering all these factors, it 

was decided to treat the capacity as 6 full transponders (equivalent of 36 MHz), with due 

approvals. 

!VJ Allocation of Bonus Time 

4.20. DoS allowed bonus free period of 1.5 months after the permitted three months 

time to Sun DTH which resulted in unintended benefit of 'f 3.56 er ore to Sun DTH. Do-S 

Stated in March 2014 that the decision was taken by the Standing Committee, which was 

empowered to take the decision. Audi! did not firtCl·the reply of DoS acceptable since the 

Standing Committee was only mandated to establish the minimum pric8 for each type of 

transponders and was not mandated to extend bonus free time for usage of 

transponders. 

4.21. When enquired about as to what were the reasons for allowing bonus free access 

to· satellite capacity for 1.5 months after the permitted three n1onths time lo Sun DT~i 

resulting in unintended benefit of( 3.56 crore lo Sun OTH, DoS answered that typically, a 
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service provider can access a satellite only after obtaining approvals from Mol&B, 

Wireless Planning & Coordination (WPC), Network Operation Control Centre (NOCC) 

etc. To facilitate the service provider to carry out initial trials and testing with the satellite 

space segme11t, free p_r;iriod is given to all operators. It is the standard industry p~ctice to 

provide a free period to a DTH service provider 1n the initial phase of business_ Such free 

period is utilized by the operator to get hands-on feel of operations on the satellite, 

resolve technical problems With respect to antenna, obtain optimal performance ?Utput 

from the antenna, to conduct trial uplink tests and access to the satellite, fine tune a11d 

optimize performance, etc. In this specific instance, Sun DTH was unable to start the 

testing due to the non-receipt of regulatory clearance from NOCC/Do T for uplink_ DoS 

pursued with Sun DTH for the payment as per the contract at the end of stipulated free 

period. However, since, Sun DTH had not received the NOCC/DoT clearance in time and 

are unable to use the transponders, they disputed the extent of free period from this start 

date. Simultaneously, it also initiated arbitration proceedings and brought out an 

' injunction from Madras High Court restraining DoS from taking any corrective steps to 

enforce the demand for payment. In response to this, DoS attempted to resolve this 

issue through fl. high level committee which recommended extending the free period by 

1.5·months to this user, in view of the fact that delay had happened because of non-issue 

of NOCC/DoT clearanC!'"'S. 

V) Revenue of< 5.90 erore Not Collected Due To Failure ·ro Sign MoU 
··------- - -------- -- -- ------------------

4.22, Article 2.6.5 of NGP of SATCOM Policy stipulated that for leasing of capacity, 

DoS was to enter into transponder lease agreements with the DTH service providers. _ 

DoS, however, did not enter into such Ein agreement with DD 1nst6ad, signed MoU in 

March 2004 with Prasar Bharti for leasing five transponders of INSAT-48 to DD for DTH 
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service. Although the MoU stated that DD would be charged for the Ku ba11d 

transponders al the prevailing rates, the rates to be charged were not indicated. 

4.23 Based on the request of Prasar Bharti, though Dos allocated one addit1onal 

transponder to Prasar Bharti it. did 11ot enter into a firm agreernenUMoU. Prasar Bharti 

later informed that the additional transponder was not put to use since MoU was 119! 

signed. As a result, reve11ue ofr 5.90 crore towards ·lease charges was not collected by 

DoS. 

4.24. DoS replied that in March 2014 Prasar Bharti subsequently signed MoU and had 

agreed to pay lease charges for the additional Ku band transponder with effect from May 

2012. DoS, howeVer, remained silent on the status of the said payment. 

4.25. During oral evidence, the CEO of Prasar Bharti apprised the Committee as under: 

"I asked the Engineer-in-Chief and he says that our billing starts from the 
date of signing. Since there were initial glitches, we were not signing. 
However, I will get back and give a written report to the Committee. I am 
little bothered about the relaxed mariner in which these things operate. I 
have been asking them for a white papef'·'. 

4.26. When asked that eve11 after allocating one additional transponder to Prasar Bhrati, 

why didn't the DoS did not enter into firm agreement/Mou with Prasar ·Bharati, DoS 

replied that it entered into an MoU with Prasar Bharati (Ref.: MOU/48/Ku/DTH/06/2012 

dated May 22, 2012) for the provision of 6X36 MHz Ku band capacity on INSAT-48 for its 

DTH operations. The commencement date of this MoU: is the date of allotment of the 

transponder i.e. May 22, 2012 and is valid till March 31, 2015. 

4.27. Audit noted that Prasar Bharati did not use the additional transponder as a result 

of non signing of MoU with DoS resulting in non collection of lease charges of~ 5.90 

crore. When the DoS was· asked to explicitly explain the logic of assigning an additio11al 

transponder without signing a11 agreement/Mou with Prasar Bharati DoS submitted that: 



"An additional transponder (i.e. 61
" "Transponder) was allocated to 

DD/Prasar Bharati during May 2012 and charges towards this transponder 
is being paid on a regular basis. Till September 2014, payments for the 
space segment charges are being received as per the old rates. From 
October 1, 2014 onwards, space segment charges as per the revised rates 
are being received. The difference in space segment charges between. 

----- -· revised p.nd pre revised rates for the- period from April 1, 2012 till 
September 30, 2014 is yet to be received". 

4.28. It was sought to know whether the DoS taken any s<teps after the audit observation 

to prescribe procedure for approval of the appropriate authority from the financial angle, 

approval of the Ministry of Law from the legal angle, duly documented meeting to 

technical committee and commercial negotiation cotnmiltee and stipulation of the officials 

responsible for management of the contract? DoS answered that an initiative was taken 

by DoS to standardize the terms and conditions of tlle Agreement in coordination with the 

Ministry of Law & Justice, Department of Legal Affairs. Wherever standardized terms and 

conditions are feasible, DoS/ISRO is proposing to follow uniform MoU. Accordingly, the 

terms and conditions for the provision of Space segment capacity were finalised. In 

accordance with the standardized , terms, an Agreement with standard terms and 

conditions is entered into with commercial users and a Memorandum of Understanding 

with Government users." From April 01, 2012 onwards, the Agreement/Mou with all 

INSAT/GSAT satellite users of space segment capacity is in line with the vetted terms 

and conditions for space segment capacity. The existing practice of recording technical 

committee meeting deliberations and commercial negotiations are further strengthened. 

Antrix continues to be contract manager for all transponders lease contracts. Contracts 

with foreign Ven-dors are executeci-bY-A-~irix-8.nd DoS/ISRO executes lh;C~n!ffict;;_;ifh·-· -· 

end users .. 

VI) 'outsta~ding Dues From Back to Back Agreem'entS 

4.29. DoS arranged foreign satellite capacity to Indian DTH seryice providers for short 

term period through Antrix as a temporary measure to ensure that the service could be 
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brought back to INSAT system when Indian satellite capacity was eventually available. 

DoS entered in back to back agreements for Dish TV, Sun DTH, Airtel, Reliance and 

Videocon. The transponder lease charges to the tune of'<' 62.55 crore remained to be 

recovered from these parti~s, -- -

4.-30. DoS stated that in Marcil 2014, an amount of'1' 57.17 crore was since recovered. 

The balance of '1" 5.38 crore remained outstanding. As per Audit, outstanding dues in 

back to back arrangement suggest that in these cases Antrix did not collect money in 

advance from service providers as per the conditions of ·the transponder lease 

agreements and allowed them to make payment on credit basis, thereby extending 

undue favour and resulffint accumulation of transponder lease charges. 

4.31. When asked why Antrix did not collect money in advance from service providers 

as per the transponder lease agreements and allowed the providers to make payment on 

credit basis DoS replied that all the agreements managed by Antrix stipulate paymenls in 

advance, either monthly/quarterly/half yearly/annually. 

-- ,. ---- --- ---- -----
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PART· I! 
OBS ERV A T!ONS/RECOMMENDA TIO NS 

Introduction: The Committee note that the Government approved the 

., proposal -of- the- Min[stry:c9f Information and Broadcasting,_ the nodal Ministry, to 

introduce Direct to Home (DTHJ, a satellite based broadcast service Which entails 

distribution of multi-channel television programmes in Ku band, in India in 

November 2000. The Government approved an 'Open Sky' p_olicy and allowed both 

Indian and foreign satellites to be used in DTH services wi_th the. condition that 

proposals envisaging usa of Indian satellites would receive preferential treatment. 

The Committee further note that the Department of Space (DoS) provides national 

space infrastructure through satellite transponder capacity to meet the 

telecommunication, broadcasting and security arrangements of the country and 

according to the approved policy, it had to acqUire and allocate necessary 

transponder capacity from foreign satellites for short term periods, so that the 

' service could be brought back to !NSAT system as and when ·1ndian satellite 

capacity was available. Audit carried out a performance audit on management of 

_ satellite capacity for DTH service by reviewihg the 'Open Sky'- policy of the 

Government and found, during the course of audit, that, despit~ having sufficient 

funds, Department of Space {DoS). failed to realise the communication satellites 

against their planned target achieving only 22 per cent, which resulted in foreign 

sat!'!lliQ>s provi~l)Qg __ "'f_f, __ p,e;rc~_nt of_ tr._ansponder __ se_i:vic;e_§ __ tp Ll]_tji_:;\n .. channels. __ 

Consequently, Indian service- providers migrated to foreign satellites and luring 

them back to INSAT satellites is a difficult task since DTH service ls location 

specific' and any change in satellite position would result in migration expenses to 

the service providers as well as inconvenience to the custoffiers. Jt was also founcl 

that satellite capacity allocation was plagued wlth cartain systemic lapses. The 
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INSAT Coordination Committee (ICC) empowered to earrTiark satelllte capacity; was 
.. ,. ., - --- .. - - ---

not convened after June, 2004 till it was reconstituted ii1 May 2011, after a lapse o'f 
' 

nearly seven years, DoS unllaterally allocated satellite capacity wlthout involving 

----other concerned Ministries- like Ministry of l&B. It was also observed that Tata Sky 

was given preferential treatinent in the allocation of satellite capacity, violating 

stipulated policy. In the case of Sun DTH also, a case of favoritism was observed 

causing a loss of'{ 46.92 lakh to the exchequer and an_ unintended benefit of'{ 3.56 

crore to the operator, Besides, allocatlon of an additional transponder to Prasar 

Bharti on the latter's request remained unused due to unsigned MoU between the 

two from May 2012 to July 2013 resulting In a loss of'{ 5,90 r:rore to the Department 

of Space (DoS). Since the DoS Gould not materialise the planned/communir:ated 

satelltte capacity, satellite capacity was arranged from foreign satellites-and most 

of the DTH service providers did not return to Indian satellite system thereby 

putting India at a disadvantage in maintaining its own INSAT fleet. The problems 

' were further compounded due to idling of GSAT-8 and GSAT-10 for7 to 11 months 

intended for DTH servir:e. Further, the Transponder Lease Agreements did not 

safeguard the finanr:ial interests of the Government The lease period in the 

agreement for INSAT Ku Band satellite-r:apacity r_anged from 5 to 10 years without 

any provision for revision of prir:es. Altt)ough, the prir:es were raised by 14 percent 

it is yet to be Implemented resulting in an avoidable loss of ( 36.11 r:rore to the 

__ "-- __ nation. __ Prices _ of transponders _leased from_ foreign ___ satel!ite _ systems were 

increased by 5 to 33 percent over a period of-1 to 6 years whereas those availing 

!NSAT transponder r:apacity paid the same charges for over 6 to 10 years. The 

examination of the subjeCt by the Public Accounts Committee {2015-16) and its 

Sub-Gommi~e-V ·dealing with 'infrastruc1Ural projects other than Railways' alSo · 



brought out various shortcomings, These and other -relevant issues have bee11 

dealt with in the succeeding paragraphs. 

2. Satellite Capacity not Earmarked by ICC; The Committee note that the INSAT 

Coordination Committee {ICC), a· high level multi departmental decision making 

body, consisting of Secretaries of Oepartment of Space, Department of Economic 

Affairs, Department of Telecommunications, Ministry of Information & 

Broadcasting, Department o.f Science& Technology and Department of Information 

Technology was responsible for coordinating and monitoring the implementation 

of space and ground segments of INSAT p.rojects. However, the Committee note 

with serious concern that the ICC was not convened after June 2004 and was 

reconstituted after a lapse of 7 years in May 2011. The Committee observe that _the 

DoS f!o'uted the nor111s framed under the SATCOM policy by allocating transponder 

capacities on three satellites to DTH service providers without convening ICC 

m~etings which was responsible for earmarking satellite capacity for non-

Government usel-s. The Committee note from the reply of the DoS that members of 

the ICC were informed about the above mentioned arrangement in meetings of 

Technlcal Advisory Group (TAG), a technical Sub-Committee of the ICC. The 

Committee opine that ICC has been mandated to earmark the satellite capacity for 

non-Government users and , therefore, only informing members of ICC during a 

sub-Committee meeting shows the callousness of the DoS towards the h,igh level 
·- ·-·· -··-·---······-·····--·-·'···-· - ·----·-··.-· ---- -------------·- ·---. -··. 
decision making authority. The Committee are of the strong view that the DoS did 

not follow tha prescribed procedure and exceeded its sphere by taking unilateral 

·-··------decisions-bypassing the mechanism·on is'sues which are beyond its expertise. The 

Committee exhort the DoS to regularly convene the ICC meetings which is required 

as per norms for leaslng of transponder capacity on Indian satellites slnce 



allocating satellite capacity is a sensitive issue.having financial implication on the 

revenues of the Government. The Committee de'sire to be apprised of the reason 

for not convening the !CC meetings, taking unilateral decisions bypassing the 

system and- the punttive. action taken. within three months of the presentation of 

this report. 

3. Role of Mol&B in the Allocation of Satellite Capacity: The Committee 

highlight the fact that sinC:(l DTH _being a broadcasting service, it comes directly 

under the purview of Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (Mol&B) as it is 

responsible for all the matters relating to broadcasting in the country. According to 

the SATCOM policy, all allocations are made by DoS with the approval of the ICC. 

Also, being a member of the ICC, Mol&B is also involved in satellite capacity 

allocation. Since, the ICC was not convened, Mol&B and other members were 

inadvertently left out of the decision making process. The Committee are shocked 

to note the lackadaisical.approach of th~ Ministry of Information & Broadcasting ai;-

it remained a mute spectator while the Dos was flouting norms by directly 

allocating satellite capacities and the Mol&B even did not bother to intervene for 

convening the ICC of which it was a member. The Committee are of the view that it 

is high time that the different wings of the Government of India be proactive in 

their approach and keeping in v!ew the nat!onal interest, coordinate properly for 

taking decisions which are crucial both commercially and strategically. The 

Committee recommend that the Ministry as well as DoS make sincere and 

concerted efforts to convene the ICC meetings regularly so that all the relevant 

stakeholders are lnvolved in the sound plannin·g for allocation of transponder 

capacity !hereby paving way for a more transparent approach which could help in 

re-buifding of trust and faith of DTH service providers in the Dos and the Ministry. 
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4. Satellite CaQaciiy Allocation Pro~edure not developed-by )CC and DoS: ·rl'i0-

Committee observe that procedure for· allocation of satell!te capacity was not 

framed by ICC as per SATCOM policy until February 2013 and during the years 

·- 2004-to 2q11, the de:mand.for satellite capacity exceeded supply in all the years, 

Further, INSAT transponders providing DTH service decreased from 30 units in 

2009 to 19 units in 2013 and a progressive increase in dependence on foreign-

satellites from 6,5 units in 2004 to 57 units in 2013. The Committee also note that 

according to DoS' own submission, the demand was expected to increase over 200 

·units beyond 2013. The Committee are unable to comprehend as to how the DoS 

went about allocation of capacities in absence of any prescribed procedures. The 

Committee Observe that non-framing of a sound procedure led to the filling of gap 

of satellite capacity by foreign satellites causing a drastic drain on Governmenfs 

revenue. In view of the above, the Committee exhort that the ICC should frame 

procedure for satellite capacity allocation as per the SATCOM policy by and further 

' to follow the rules in letter and spirit since demand fo_r satellite capacity is steadily 

increasing over the years .. The Committee desire to be apprised within three 

months of the action taken in this regard. 

5. (i) Out of Turn Allocation of Satellite Capacity: The Committee note that 

while Tata Sky was fifth in order of preference of satellite capapity allocation, ft 

was granted precedence on INSAT-4A and given exclusive rights at the prime slot 

of 83 degrees east-lri DiiCirli-ber2005 superSeding Door-darshan Which vilaS fate·1;-------

allocated capacity on INSAT 48 launched in January 2007. The Committee further 

. note from the subr'nission of DoS that DD ·was auo_cated capacity on a foreign 

satellite before allocation of capacity to Tata Sky on fNSAT 4A and DD migrated to 

INSAT 48 at the end of the contract period. The Committee are shocked to note 

that the national broadcaster was allocated capacity on a foreign satellite and then 
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a private broadcaste\· was given exclusive rights on INSAT 4A. The Commfttw; -

observe ihat the national broadcaster being the first in precedence should have 

been given preference on Indian satellite being a free to air service accessed by 

-majority of poputati9n. across India- and also has an obligation for broadcasting 

across the country, thus fulfilling Government's obligation towards the citizens of 

this country. The Committee note with dismay that the charges paid to 'a foreign 

_ satel!ite for usage by Doordarshan was a wasteful expenditure, more so, since Tata 

Sky could not be retained on INSAT 4A in addition to the revenue forgone fearing 

litigations by the Tata Sky, taking advantage of its first right of refusal. The 

Committee desire to be apprised of the reason for apparent favouritism towards 

Tata Sky and further desire that punitive action may be taken against all those 

responsible for the same. 

{ii) Grant of Exclusive Rights over Prime Orbital Slots: The Committee note with 

much concern that Tata Sky had a very advantageous position over other DTH 

' service providers as it had the exclusive first right of refusal for using Ku band 

transponders at 83 degrees east. Due to this Ku band transponders of GSAT"10· 

could not be allocated to any other DTH service providers and remained idh:i 

thereby causing a loss of ~ 60 crore per year to the exchequer and wonder why 

Tata Sky was given preferential treatment over others. The Committee are shocked 

at such preferential treatment shown by the DoS for a private company and, 

therefor!il, desire than an en_quiry._may be conducted into_.th_e__transac_tion, st~rn 

action may be taken against those found guilty and apprise the Committee within 

three months of the presentation of this report. 

(iii) Special Terms and Conditions of ·rransponders Leas_e Agreement with Tata 

Sky: The Committee note that Taffi SJ<y was the biggest benefactor as compared to 

other DTH servlce providers as the lease agreement it entered into with DoS 
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provided them with certain benefits such as open ended commitment for satellft0 

capacity, greater credits in case of service interruption, ea1ih statiQn inspection 

and assigning .rights or obligation to its affiliates. It was also observed that the 

- - - Tata·Group-Chairma_n. was one of the non-functional directors in.the Antrix board 

of directors hinting towards ·undue benefits extended to Tata Sky and rafSing the 

question of vested interest. Further, the Ministry of Finance had requested DoS In 

March 2013 to re-negotiate the. terms of agreement entered with Tata Sky. The 

Committee, therefore, direct the DoS to act upon the request of Ministry of Finance 

urgently and re-negotiating the contract with Tata Sky thereby building trust 

amongst other service providers so that an impression of impartiality, openness 

and he'althy competition is conveyed. Also, the Committee impress upon the 

Ministry that it should select candidates for the position of non-functional directors 

amongst those who have worked for the corporations involved 1n space related 

activities and arresting the doubts of conflict of interest. 

6; {i) Leasing of Satellite Capacity: The Committee note that A11tr!x, after 

aggregating the requirements of the Indian customers, was to enter into back to 

back agreements with foreign satellite owners. However, in contravention of Article 

2.6.5 of Norms Guidelines and Procedure {NGP) of Satellite Communication 

(SATCOM) Policy, measures regulating the contra_ct management procedure in 

respec~ .. -oJ _DJH __ Jransponder lease agreements were no_t __ put __ in __ place. The 

Committee also note that DoS paid commissior't to Antrix from 15 percent to 40 

percent for invoicing and collection of payments thereby reducing fts effective 

, realization of re_ven:Ue. Further, the Committee wonder that in spite of rendering 

complete technical support for the allocation of satellite c;;ipacity in bac:J{ to back 

agreements, DoS did not claim any- compensation from Antrlx. ln this regard, tJ-1e 



Comrrtittee desire that the DoS eJCpfafn tl1e reasons therefore and recommend that 
--·-------

the Dos fake steps to put in place effective mechanisms to ensure that irilerests- of 

DoS are not compromised and the_agreements are made at arm's length. 

{ii) Outstanding Due$ from Back to Back Agreements; The Committee note that 

DoS arranged foreign satellite capacity to Indian PTH service providers for short 

term perfod through Antrix as a temporary measure to ensure that the service 

could be brought back to INSAT system when Indian satel~ite capacity was 

eventually available. DoS entered in back to back agreements for Dish TV, Sun 

DTH, Airtel, Reliance and Videocon. The transponder lease charges to the tune of 

~ 62.55 crore remained to be recovered from these parties. The Committee further 

note that till March 2014, an amount off57.17 crore was recovered and a balance i'.' 

5.38 crore was still to be collected. The Committee observe that Antrix did not 

follow the conditions of the transpo_nder lease agreements by not collecting money 

in advance thereby ext<1nding undue favour and resultant accumulation of 

' transponder lease charges. The Committee desire to be informed about the action 

taken by the DoS to collect the outstanding amount of Z 5.38 crore. The Conimittee 

feel that satellfte capacity allocation contributes a handsome amount of revenue to 

the Government treasury, and PoS' faltering in administering established rules and -

procedure leading to the flow of revenue is totally unacceptable. The Committee 

further desire that DoS ensure the compliance of all the terms of the agreements 

and in the instant case to see that if !iquidated damages/penalties _could __ be 

lmposed on Antrix for non-compliance oi the terms. The Committee also 

recommend that erring officials be identified and accountability be. fixed on them 
c 

by means of punitive action and also a thorough irrvestigation be done by agencies 

, such a<> CBI, ORI, ED et al to further probe th$ matter and bring the guilty parties to 

justice. 
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·1. Loss Due to Non Revision· of Transpono;fer-Gharges: The Cornmittee _not~! 

that DTH transponder lease agreements had a lease period from five to ten years 

with no provision for revision of prices whereas lease agreements with foreign 

satellites ranged from one to six years with provision for price revision from five to 

thirty- three percent. The lack of such basic provisions resulted in revenue 

foregone to the tune off 36.17 crore. The Committee are displeased with "such 

poor terms of agreements where even a simple provision for price revision at 

regular intervals was not included. The Committee desirs that such agrsements bci 

reviewed and reframed to include sound/prudent financial terms in the interest of 

the exchequer. The Committee exhort the DoS to fine tune their marketing 

strategies to attract and retain service providers as well as to bring back those 

DTH Service providers using foreign satellites back to INSAT/GSAT systems. The 

Committse impress upon the Ministry that the sefvlce providers be charged at the 

competitive raies and preferably the lease term be also uniform for everyone 

ensuring level playing field across the DTH sector thereby !eading to morO-

transparency and healthy competition. The Committee further. desire that the DoS 
c 

set.up an inquiry to look into the !sase agreements with various parties and takl';! 

stringent action against those responsibls 'fbr agreeing to terms that were against 

the interests of the exchequer and apprise the Committee of. ths action taken 

within three months. 

8. (i) Loss Due to Undercharging of Transponders PriCes: The Committee takC! 

serious note of the DoS undercharging of transponders of Sun DTH resulting in a 

loss of\; 2.94 crore from January 2008 to July, 2010. The DoS first chariJed Sun 

DTH only for_ 6 transponders where as 6.25 transponders were leased to them, 

Subsequently, the transponder prices were reduced to ;.:- 4,70 crore per 
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transponder resulting in a Joss of\ 46.92 lakh. "fhe Co1ntnittee also note from th>l 
-- --- -----· --~ .. 

reply of Dos that Standing Committee of DoS was empowered for taking sucl1 

decision but are of the firm oplnion that reducing prices arbitrarily raises suspicion 

of-favouritism- and -hurts the interest of the -exchequer. The Committee further .feel 

that just to retain service pfoviderS on INSAT, the DoS went about distributing 

goodies to private players. The Committee desire the Secretary, DoS to revisit the 

files relating to al! the transactions,_ apprise the Committee of the reasons for 

giving such undue benefits to a private service provider and the penal action taken 

against the guilty officials to prevent such capricious decisions in future. 

(Ii) Allocation of Bonus Time: The Committee note that DoS had allowed bonus 

free period of 1.5 months to Sun DTH which resulted in a benefit of\!' 3.56 crore to 

Sun DTH. The Committee find the reply of the DoS untenable that Standing 

Committee of the DoS had taken such a decision as Sun DTH could not get 

regulatory clearances from Network Operating Control Centre (NOCC)/DoT for 

• uplink in first three months. The Committee further note that DoS' demand for 

payment for the bonus free time earlier ended in Sun DTH, initiating arbitration 

proceedings and bringing out an injunction from the Hon'ble Madras High Court. 

The Committee are of the nieasured view that the Government collectively ts 

responslble for such. a situation wherein DoS had to bear costs to save the 

commercial interests of the service providers for retaining them. The Committee, 

__ .therefore, recommend that the Government ,of_lndia should streamline _all the 

necessary procedures relatlng to satellite capacity allocation, especially the 

clearances and approvals from the conce_rned Ministries in a time bound manner. 

The Committee feel that exemplary d1sciplinary action be taken against the then 

officiaJS who did not give approvals in stipulated periods. 



9. Revenue of if 5.90 crore not collected due to failure to sign MoU: Tho 

Committee are amazed to note that ai;; per the prevalent Satelllt0 Communication 

(SATCOM} Policy, no agreement was signed by the DoS with Doordarshan instead 

- - -an-MoU-was signed_wfth-Prasar Bharti-with the rider that Doorciarshan would be 

charged for the 5 Ku band transponders of INSAT -48 for providing DTH service. 

However, chargeable rates were not indicated and although one additional 

_ tranl'>ponder waS allocated to Prasar Bharti on request, it remained unutilized for 

want of non signing of MoU thus leading to non collection of revenue to the tune of 

if 5.90 crore. Subsequently an MoU was signed and lease charges were effective 

from May 2012 but DoS was silent on actual payment status, The Committee are 

surprised at the approach of DoS as. it has shown- poor management skills. Even 

basic requirements have been left incomplete and both DoS and Prasar Bharati 

have shown lethargic attitudes. Such type of casual attitude maligns the image of 

Government organizations. The Committee would like to be apprised of the 

' adjustments made, if any, for the time period of the MoU from May 2012 to March 

2015 in light of revision in the charges etc. The Committee further desire the 

Ministry to inform them about whether the charges ha Ve been implemented and are 

being collected and the exact machinations·whfch prevented Prasar Bharti from 

signing an MoLI with DoS thereby resulting in the delay in accrual Of revenue. 

10. Committed Planning of Satelr!te; .. ., _ ... The _committee obs.erve that DoS · 

could not satisfactorily fuJfill the competing needs of critical, strategic and 

commercial sectors, which led to a forced migration of commercial DTH users lfke 

Sun DTH, Videocon, Airtel and Reliance"to foreign satellite systems. These DTH 

Service p~oviders later did not prefer to return to INSAT system due to trust deficit 

that was created. The Commlttee note that Dos committed 52.5 to 80.5 Ku band 
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transponders to seven DTH service providers by signing lease agreements with 

them, but could not provide satellite capacity on domestic satellites as planne1:l 

due to non-realization of its planned communication satellites. The Committee 

- ----- -----observe-that launch-of on ly-th~ee -satellites with 48 Ku band transponders, Le., only 

22 per cent of the target, coupled with nOn availability of indigenous launch vehicle 

resulted in forced migration of DTH service providers to foreign satellites. Further, 

when sati:illiie capacity" was eventually available in GSAT-8, lt was not earmarked 

and remained id!e and was finally allocated to non-DTH use. DoS was not even 

able to maintain the satellite capacity already being used for DTH service due to 

technical problems and used these capacities to substitute satellltes being de-

commissioned. During 2006 to 2009 major portion of services were being provided 

through indigenous satellite capacity. However, INSAT transponders providing 

DTH services fell from 30 units to 19 units in 2013. A progressive increase in 

dependence on foreign satellites from 6.5 units in 2004 to 57 units In 2013 was also 

' observed. The Committee further note that none of the 12 Ku Band transponders 

on GSAT-10 was allocated to any service providers by DoS and thus remained idle. 

Accord_ing to Audit, DoS did not allocate capacity on GSAT-10 to any other service 

provider fearing litigation from Tata Sky since it was given the first rfgtrt of refusal -

on INSAT"4A thereby Idling ifs entire 12 Ku band transponders. The DoS in [ts 

reply stated that it was able to plan and realize satellites as en\lisaged during the 

101h .Five Y!?ar Plan (FYP) b[Jt due _fp_ techni_c_al co_11straints_,_al!_ missions .. could _not __ 

be realized in the 11 1h FYP. Highlighting the estimate prepared by DoS, the 

Committee observe that over 200 units beyond the year 2013 would be providing 

DTH service through foreign satellites and only 10 percent would be provided by 

Indian satellites implying th<i.t DTl·I service providers \.¥ere using 57 Ku band 

transponders of 5 foreign satelliles against 19 transponders of 3 lndia11 satellites 
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reveafing that 75'/o of foreign satellite utilization thereby providing steadily 

increasing business for foreign satellite owners. Tl1is was a consequence of the 

utter failure of DoS in creating planned/committed sate!lfte capacltfes in time, 

inherent issues in l'Jligratlon,- DTH service providers did not prefer to return to 

Indian satellites and stayed back on foreign satellites. The Committee are of the 

considered view that s!nce orbital spectrum is a vital natural resource for revenue_ 

generati0I1, the Ministry may re-look into t_he allocation of satellite capacity which 

has been a letdown in terms of providing transponders to the DTH service 

providers. The Committee while acknowledging the fact as submitted by the DoS 

that it has to provide satellite transponder caPacity to meet telecommunication, 

broadcasting and security requirements of the country exhort the DoS to first 

focus on the production of the satellites and launch vehicles so that thes_e can be 

made available in sync with the country's needs. The Committee fee[ that although 

indigenous production of satellites and launch vehicles is a very complex process 

' and need Jot of acumen and scientific research but keeping in view in fact that our 

country is into satellite production and its launch since 1972, the spectacular work 

done by our scientists since then leaves no question in one's mind about thei1· 

capabilities. However, much is desired presently from the DoS in terms of 

committed and timely creation of satellite capacity so as to prevent migration of 

more and more DTH service providers to foreign satellites, The Committee desire 

that .the_ Min_istry should create a· transparent Policy for al_lo_cation_o_f_s_atellite 

capacity for the present DTH Service as well as future satellite capacity allocations. 

ti. Conclusion:The Committee observe that failure of the DoS in time'ly· 

plannitig, launching and realization of 1,;afellite capacity commensurate with the-

deraand and requirement of the service provid€ors as well as to the national a11d 



strategic applicatio11s !ed to a grea:t loss to the national exchequers. lt enabled the , 

foreign satellite providers to attract and capitalize the ever increasing deman(J 

from the Indian Service providers and even leading tq migration of the existing 

···service providers from· the-INSAT-system.· The situation is _so worse that even the 

future requ_irement of transp'onders for DTH service 'was also planned to be met 

from foreign satellites. The Committee are dismayed to note that the trend of 

-" migration of most of DTH service providers to foreign satellites and their 

unwillingness to return to INSAT shows trust deficit. The Committee observe that 

the crowding of foreign satellites over Indian slot and the ever increasing demand 

for orbital slots would affect the working of INSAT and would also lead to non-

availability of the strategically important slots for the country. The Committee, 

therefore, exhort that the DoS and ICC should formulate a transparent and 

foolproof policy as well as guidelines for creation of Ku band satellite capacity and 

equitable as well as judicious allocation of satellite capacity for DTH services in 
, 

the cou11try. Also, the Committee are of the measured view that scientists_and 

other technocrats involved in planning, designing, manufacturing and launching of 

satellites are inept in the requisite financial aspects especially economics and 

marketing and feel that Antrf.x -Corporation Limited spectally created for marketing 

satellites are not upto their job and desire that the DoS may seek professional help 

i.e. other Government Departments/Organizations having specialized competence 

in the rele_y~n~ .af~a and further to overcome this R9_ttleney_k; the DoS may create a 

specialized marketing wing with professionals having the required qualifications 

and expertise for such a specialized job of sensitive nature. The Committee desire 

that the Government should introduce ·single W[ndo\'I clearance of licence and 

other approvals for the satellite capacity allocatior1. The Comniitlee recommend 

' 
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that the DoS should !11corporate adequate price revisio11 clauses i11 the 

transponder lease agreements at par with that of international rates. 

NEW DELHI; 
1'1 April, 2015 
12 Chattra, 1939 (Saka) 

PROF. K. I/. THOMAS, 
Chairperson, 

Public Account$ Committee 


